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Read about farmers
involved in the RMPP
Extension Design Project
• Our farm objectives
• What we have achieved
• What benefits we found from being
involved
• Future plans

The aim of the Red Meat
Profit Partnership is to drive
sustainable productivity
improvements in the sheep and
beef sector to deliver higher on
farm profitability.
RMPP is a red meat sector and government
collaboration under the Ministry for Primary
Industries (MPI) Primary Growth Partnership.
RMPP draws together nine industry partners
that are investing in the programme
alongside MPI.
The partners are Alliance, ANZ, ANZCO,
Beef + Lamb New Zealand, Blue Sky Meats,
Greenlea Premier Meats, Progressive Meats
Limited, Rabobank, Silver Fern Farms and
MPI. This partnership is unique in the red
meat sector and demonstrates the resolve
within the industry to deliver on key themes
from the Red Meat Sector Strategy released
in 2011.
We have created this booklet to highlight
the range of successes and results from
the 75 farmers who have been involved in
the Extension Design project over the past
two years. This key project aims to increase
farmer uptake of new ideas and technology
to lift profitability. The gap in profitability
between the top performing farmers and the
rest is large – hence the exciting opportunity
for farmers to make more money by closing
this gap.
The challenge in the sector is to find
ways to engage with farmers that result in
profitable adoption of these new ideas and
technologies. A number of trials were run int
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2015 - 2017 and will continue into 2018 to
evaluate a range of extension approaches
with farmers and meat processors.
Through this we have gained a better
understanding of which approaches are most
effective in supporting practice change, and
are now rolling out RMPP Action Network as
a result of our findings.
This booklet showcases a number of the
farmers who have been involved in the trial
and what changes they have been able to
make through being a part of this research.
The results of the trials will continue to
be shared with farmers over the coming
years. You can visit our website for more
information about the Extension Project and
other projects we are currently working on.
Thank you to all of the farmers, meat
processors and rural professionals who have
participated in this project. The findings
from this trial will help shape the future of
extension for our sheep and beef sector.
Malcolm Bailey
Chairman, Red Meat Profit Partnership

Putting knowledge
into action
Over the past two years our meat processor
partners have been working with some
of their suppliers in the Extension Design
project. The aim has been to work out
effective extension approaches – ones that
will assist red meat producers to improve the
productivity and profitability of their farming
businesses.
The evaluation of the project to date shows
that the farmers involved with the project are
highly satisfied with how it is helping them
reach their goals. In both 2016 and 2017 over
80 % of farmers reported making a change
in their farming practices because of their
participation in the project. And in 2017 almost
half of the farmers involved reported there
were tangible benefits from the changes they
had made on-farm.
The results from the Extension Design project
have led to the development of RMPP Action
Network.

RMPP Action Network provides
individual farmers with:
•

Facilitated, supported and structured
small groups of farm businesses working
together (7-9 farm businesses)

•

Trained and supported facilitators to guide
their group and help identify expertise

•

Tools and resources to support their
group

•

A network of experts who can share new
knowledge and ideas

•

Kick start funding of $4000 per farm
business which is pooled for the group to
bring in expertise and pay for facilitators

To join an Action Network group in your area,
or find more about Action Network head to
our website: www.actionnetwork.co.nz

Please note this booklet contains only farms
that approved their summary to be included. It
is not a comprehensive reflection of all results.
Some farmers have preferred to remain
anonymous, hence the descriptive titles.
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Northland Bull Finisher
Main objective:
To grow fodder beet and utilise it in a cost
effective way to finish bulls.

Basic Stats
Location: Northland

Farm system:

Farm type: Small farm of 200
effective hectares (302 total)

Finisher.

Stock numbers: 540 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?
Robust trial results showing that rotational
grazing systems resulted in $500 per hectare
more in net income compared to a set
stocking system. This trial also found that the
rotational system resulted in less treading
damage from the bulls which contrasted with
conventional wisdom.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Two consultants helped to set up, monitor
and analyse the results of their trials. The
consultants’ involvement has made things
easier for them and also given them
confidence in the robustness of the results.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Data driven results:
The result of the trial showed that rotational
grazing led to $500 per hectare more net
income. They commented that this result
‘hammered home’ the need for them to
accelerate the process of subdividing the farm.
They noted that banks hear proposals all the
time about why farmers need to loan money
and they must assess the pros and cons of
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each proposal to decide which to fund. By
going to them with some scientific data it made
bank funding much easier to obtain.

“We may have been just muddling
along doing 20 hectares a year
otherwise. But we went to the bank
and said “Look, this is what we need
to do, and this is why”. The data gave
us some guts to that proposal. The
bank said, “Oh yip that looks good,
we’ll do that”. Without RMPP we
wouldn’t have been able to do that.”
Future Plans:
The next 12 months will include trials to
further refine the rotational grazing system.
In total, the farm will run six trials; Italian rye
grass vs no Italian rye grass, low stocking
rate system vs high stocking rate system and
90-day winter rotation vs 60-day vs 80-day.
The experts that helped them through the
previous trials have helped with the setup
of these trials, and will continue helping to
collect and analyse data.

Kim and Chris Leigh-Mackenzie
Our main objective:
To improve our whole farm business by
putting systems in place to finish stock more
efficiently, improving the bottom line and
repay debt. The concrete aim is to finish
1,000 bulls annually.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Northland
Farm type: Easy to medium
hill country 847 hectares (650
effective)
Stock numbers: 1,633 beef stock

Finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Increased sub-division to expand our ‘cell’
farming system and increased monitoring
which has proved the ‘cell’ farming system
increases production by 50% from the same
cost of production.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Advice from independent experts to help
set up and monitor the success of our ‘cell’
farming system. This includes a system
designer to set up the cells, and a vet and
consultant to set up and monitor results of the
trials.

2. Better understanding of what we can
achieve on farm
Our understanding of how we can improve
and move forward with our farming operation
has made the pilot a more effective tool over
the past 12 months. The first couple of years
of the pilot involved working out what we
could do and how far we could push it. Now
we have developed a model we know works,
and which just needs fine tuning.
Future Plans:
What we have done so far has been working
well for us, so we will just continue refining
our system and further expanding the
subdivision of the farm.

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Good support from the facilitator
Over the last 12 months we have been able to
make decisions about how to move forward
with our pilot projects without having to worry
if our facilitator will be on board. We know
he is fully supportive of what we are trying to
achieve, and will help us along the way where
needed.
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Case Study

Kim and Chris Leigh-Mackenzie
Northland pilot farmers Chris and Kim LeighMackenzie have reduced debt and boosted
farm production thanks to expert advice and
help with farm improvements – and they’re
enjoying life more as well.
Insufficient cashflow had previously limited
their ability to make changes on their 847ha
(650ha winter effective) hill country farm,
near Arapohue, south east of Dargaville, but
they’ve made huge strides since becoming
RMPP pilot farmers.
With access to expert advice from farm
consultant Bob Thompson as well as Greg
Clark from Greenlea Premier Meats and
other experts such as system designer Tom
Chisholm from Agdesign and their vet, they’ve
been able to speed up improvements on the
farm. They’ve accelerated an upgrade of
their bull beef operation, moving from sticks
and string fencing to a techno fencing system,
making the bulls easier to manage and
reducing stress.
“Chris and Kim had started fencing, but the
pilot has just given them a huge shot in the
arm. It’s been a great encouragement to
them,” says Thompson.
“They’ve battled with some pretty difficult
yard situations so I helped with scales and
getting their yard sorted out. This is an
amazing young couple that started with
bugger all and grafted their way through
some extremely challenging situations.”
Greg Clark says he regards his role as a
connector - either to information or the right
people. He held initial meetings with Chris
and Kim to discuss their aspirations and how
he could facilitate making this happen.
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“Without the pilot Chris and Kim possibly
would have had a more staged approach like,
‘this season we will look at getting the farm
mapped and then we will look at putting the
infrastructure in place’, whereas now it is just
like, ‘let’s map it, let’s get it done, let’s push
ahead’,” Clark says.
“They got some very specific farm
consultancy advice which blossomed the
whole, ‘let’s get it done rather than let’s do
bits’, approach. The 10 year plan become a
five year plan.”
The Leigh-Mackenzies have worked hard
on the farm since they bought it as equity
managers with four other equity partners
in 2008, taking on a big mortgage for the
rundown property and knowing there was
plenty of work needed.
“My attitude is just get out of bed and do it,”
says Chris. “When we got here I sprayed
gorse and in one year we did 125,000 litres of
gorse spray. No excuses, just get in and get it
done. Gorse never sleeps.”
Eight years later, much of the gorse has gone
and kilometres of polywire electric fences
have been put up to create an intensive bull
beef operation. Production has increased
every year with current production of
220,000kg of carcass weight a year, well on
the way to a targeted 300,000kg.
“We think that’s achievable, we’ve still got a
lot more weeds to spray and we’d like to grow
another one to two tonnes per ha of grass as
well. We would be lucky if we grew more than
6 tonnes of dry matter per ha at the moment”,
Chris says.

Over the past 12 months they’ve made
huge strides and have managed to pay off
$100,000 of debt plus a $45,000 tax bill.
A new weighing system using EID tagging,
put in as part of the pilot, has enabled them
to make farming decisions based on accurate
data on farm, giving them greater confidence.
“Every animal’s tag gets read every time it
comes through the yards. We know every
bull’s life history – where it was purchased, its
entire life’s weight gain profile, drench history,
any treatments and even where it has been
on the farm and its weight gain profile relative
to the block it was grown on,” says Chris.

They’ve also increased the rate of subdivision of the farm, allowing more efficient
stock management and better utilisation
of pasture. The farm has been mapped
by drone, an improvement over old farm
photographs when planning subdivision.
New systems have freed up time for Chris
and Kim so they can focus more on improving
their farm and less on just the day-to-day
running of it. They are in a much happier
space and feel they are moving forwards.
“The pilot has taken a non-sustainable system
and converted it into a sustainable system”,
says Bob Thompson.

“We can now download the carcass weights
of the individual animals from Greenlea. We
can work out yields and work out which areas
of the farm are better performing.”
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David and Janine Kidd
Our main objective:
To use cropping and pasture renewal to more
efficiently and consistently produce bulls and
steers to market specification that leads to a
measurable increase in farm profitability. Part
of this includes building a closer and mutually
beneficial working relationship with our meat
processor.

Basic Stats
Location: Northland
Farm type: Flat to rolling, 490
effective hectares
Stock numbers: 1,350 beef
animals

Farm system:

Most effective learning channel/s:

Finisher.

A combination of independent experts, farm
advisor, a mentor, rural professionals and
other farmers.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
A reduction in the number of stock classes
to only 4 classes of stock on the farm at any
one time – 2 classes of bulls and 2 of steers,
allowing a greater focus on each individual
class of livestock and a real understanding of
the key drivers for their production.
Cropping has been reduced from a multi-staged,
multi crop scenario to a better understanding
of the crops that work in our system – maize
(for bulk high-quality feed), chicory (as part of
a regrassing program) and annual ryegrass to
achieve high quality winter/spring pastures.
These changes better reflect the environmental
challenges that we face, allowing the farm to be
as productive as possible.
We have also embarked on a major project
with “sticks & strings” to improve grazing
management by reducing paddock sizes to
approximately 1ha and ensuring even residual
grazing across all areas. This has been about
50% of the farm so far, but will extend to
cover the entire property by the end of the
2017/18 summer.
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Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Developed clarity
We have used the advice of independent
experts to conduct a complete analysis of our
farm system. This analysis has provided us
with the clarity and confidence to determine
the best way to lift farm performance.
2. Been able to make changes two to three
times faster
We believe we are now about two to three
years ahead of where we would have been
if we had not joined the pilot. We admit that
if we had not joined the pilot, we would not
have sought independent advice, nor would
we have had the confidence to remove the
cows from our farm system.
Future Plans:
More monitoring of stock to better understand
and match animal demands with pasture
performance. A focus on just using pasture
species as crops – tending away from maize
to just have a “grass based” system.

Case Study

David and Janine Kidd
Four years ago, when David Kidd took over
the management of bare land overlooking the
Kaipara Harbour, he knew he had work to do.
Having leased two blocks of adjacent land –
455ha and 100ha – within six months, David,
and his employer McEwan-Kidd partnership,
began an intensive development programme
which included sub-division, installing a
water system and implementing fertiliser and
pasture renewal programmes.
They also set up a cattle-only stock policy
on the flat to rolling land, running Angus
breeding cows, beef bulls, trading heifers and
steers – amounting to 5000-6000 stock units.
David says the intention was to have the
bulls finished before their second winter and
the trading steers and heifers finished the
following spring. But with so many classes of
cattle, coupled with unpredictable seasons,
the system was not working, with trading
cattle taking too long to finish.
Something had to give, says David, and that
“something” was their 150 breeding cows.
These were recently sold to make room for
more profitable finishing stock.
David came to this decision after rethinking
the whole farm business through processor,
Greenlea Premier Meats’ involvement in
the Red Meat Profit Partnership Programme
(RMPP).
David, who was the 2014 Young Farmer of the
Year, says he joined the programme because
it was an opportunity to be part of a unique
processor-run extension model, and to work
closer with Greenlea Premier Meats as part of
the supply chain.

The programme brings together a range of
farmers who share their knowledge, ideas
and experiences, as well as facilitating
opportunities to use farm consultants and
other agribusiness professionals.
For David, hearing other farmer experiences,
and having a farm consultant cast a freshset of eyes over their business, has been
behind the decision to streamline the whole
operation.
“We had made some massive changes within
two weeks of him being here,” says David.
One of these changes was selling their
breeding cows and they will sell their finished
heifers within the next few months. From next
year, their focus will be solely on finishing
Friesian beef bulls and Angus and Angus
cross steers.
With the intention of finishing around 600
cattle every year, David has bought 150
Friesian and Friesian cross bull calves and will
buy 200 Angus steers from David’s parents
who farm nearby. The balance of cattle has
typically been sourced from weaner fairs,
but this will change as David seeks to build
relationships with commercial breeders.
While preferring Angus cross weaners, David
admits they have had all-sorts coming off the
truck. He would like to be in a position to only
buy weaners over 250kgLW and ideally buy
directly from the breeder.
Two months ago, the business invested
in Gallagher electronic weighing and
sensor equipment after David saw it being
demonstrated at a Greenlea Premier Meats’
RMPP day.
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While they had always used scales, they
did no more than flash-up a figure as stock
moved across them. The new electronic set
stores data that can be downloaded and
analysed. This will allow David to see which
forages are driving the best animal growth
rates and most importantly, for finishers,
identifying which genetics perform best in
their system.

Only having had the scales for two months,
David admits he is not using the data to its
full potential, but believes the information it
generates will help further streamline their
operation.

David had always known that some lines
perform better than others, but the electronic
scales quantify this through objective data.

In line with building the farm’s infrastructure,
David has been running an aggressive
pasture renewal policy. He has been
renewing at least 10% of their total area
through summer and winter crops, such as
rape and maize, and sowing high quality
forages such as plantain and chicory.

“In the long-term, we hope to have
relationships with commercial breeders
and the price, which is in line with market
prices, then becomes irrelevant. It’s an ideal
relationship.”

Having carried out so much development
since buying their land, David is now
striving to streamline their farm business,
and Greenlea Premier Meats and the RMPP
programme is helping him do just that.
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Philip and Pauline Gaudin
Main objective:
To determine how efficient beef cattle are in
our sheep/beef breeding operation and look
at ways to improve this efficiency. This will
then provide benefits to us and our processor.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Waikato
Farm type: 650 effective hectares
(850 total hectares) - 500
hectares hard hill country, 150
hectares is cultivatable
Stock numbers: Around 3,700
sheep and 500 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?

2. Data Collection

We are now undertaking the data analysis for
our farm using weight data from the Tru-Test
scales and our meat processor kill sheets

We have found Tru-Test to be very pro-active
and easy to deal with. Using the Tru-Test
scale software has made data collection and
transfer to worksheets simpler to do. This
has been very helpful for us as we have been
analysing the data.

Most effective learning channel/s:
We have enjoyed our pilot discussion group
as we prefer to learn in small groups. We also
value one-on-ones with experts as it allows us
access to specialist knowledge and advice.
Key benefits of our involvement:
Over the past 12 months we have found
the pilot to be effective in helping us make
improvements to our farming operation.
1. Tweaking our current system
Our pilot is following on with the new systems
and making a few tweaks as necessary. As
our projects are still ongoing we do not have
any financial outcomes yet.

“Our new EID reader and head unit
from Tru-Test has allowed us to
collect on-farm data a lot easier
and being able to analyse it as you
can chuck it into a spreadsheet. So
that part of the pilot has been very
beneficial.”
Future Plans:
We expect to continue to consolidate the
changes we have implemented, making
tweaks as necessary. We will also be looking
for new ideas and opportunities to try through
the pilot.
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Waikato Data Collector
Main objective:
To provide direction to achieve a 15% increase
in productivity. However, not interested in
pushing for that last 10% to 15% productivity if
it affects quality of life. The pilot will also help
provide direction on the future direction of the
farm and succession planning.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Waikato
Farm type: 350 hectares (325
hectares effective) - 180 hectares
flat, 120 steep hill country, 50
hectares of rolling hill country
Stock numbers: Around 2,700
sheep, 120 beef cattle, and 180
dairy grazers

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?
They are now attending meetings and
continuing to trace their line of sheep
after the pilot. They really enjoy the group
discussions.
Most effective learning channel/s:
They like a variety of learning channels; from
one-on-ones to farming magazines. Each has
something to offer them in terms of gaining
knowledge.

“The biggest thing the pilot has done
is to keep me stimulated. Meeting
up with these other people and just
thinking, “Oh I can’t afford to step
back, I just better keep going.”
2.Discussion group
They value being part of the discussion group
and have enjoyed meeting the other pilot
farmers and visiting their farms. They were
able to attend a meeting recently, their first for
the year, and were very pleased to reconnect
with the group.

Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Stimulation

Future Plans:

They thought that keeping them interested
was the pilot’s most important contribution.
Being part of a meat processor group with goahead farmers around the same age meant
they felt the need to keep pace.

They are hoping that the group will ask
questions about farming business resilience
and succession planning and come to some
conclusions which they can learn from.
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Waikato Benchmarker
Main objective:
To provide a farm programme that identifies
how the farm is performing which can be
benchmarked against other farms.

Basic Stats
Location: Waikato
Farm type: 750 effective hectares
- all rolling hill country

Farm system:

Stock numbers: Around 2,700
sheep and 1,000 beef cattle

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?

2. Farmax

This farming couple have secured a
contract for their premium beef because of
their stronger relationship with their meat
processor.

This farming couple took advantage of their
meat processor’s offer to trial Farmax, and
a year or so later are using it much more
effectively. They said that they still have much
to learn and that a consultant is assisting
them.

They have introduced FarmIQ this year with
the aim of having all data for both farms
accessible on FarmIQ and Farmax.
Most effective learning channel/s:
They work well in small groups or oneon-ones. They find it easier to build up
trust in these situations, as they feel more
comfortable sharing information and
discussing ideas.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Pilot support
The mentoring from their meat processor and
facilitator has been hugely effective. They
have also benefited from being able to make
data-driven decisions by anticipating future
needs and requirements.

3.FarmIQ
This package was introduced to the farm this
year. They are learning FarmIQ and are being
assisted by a consultant. They think there will
be benefits to using this programme on the
farm.
4.Christchurch workshop
They enjoyed the conference in Christchurch,
which they thought was very effective.
The speakers were very informative and
encouraged them to think more critically
about their farming operations.
Future Plans:
They believe their discussion group should
have another brainstorming session to
generate some ideas for future group
meetings.
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Waikato Bull Handler
Main objective:
To determine which sires result in the best
calves to rear under particular conditions.

Farm system:
Finisher.

Two Year Review:

Basic Stats
Location: Waikato
Farm type: 185 effective hectares
(207 total hectares) - 80 hectares
flat, 105 hectares rolling hill
country
Stock numbers: Around 30 sheep
and 650 beef cattle

What have they achieved?
They are still running the same trial for their
meat processor as the previous year. While
some results have come back, at this stage
there is not enough information for them to
make any changes to their farming practices.
Most effective learning channel/s:
They have been receiving some results from
their meat processor, but they are having
difficulty applying the results as there is no
direction yet on what changes they could be
making to their farm practices.
Key benefits of their involvement:

“The soonest anything is going to
come out of it was about now. But
not enough animals have come
through yet to have a quantity of say
two or three hundred animals, for us
to say “yeah we have got a definite
trait here” so that’s going to take a
wee while.”
They explained that the benefits of the pilot
may be more long-term with results coming
out of the trial helping the marketing team
at their meat processor, which will hopefully
come back to the farmers in the form of a
premium paid for using specific genetic lines
or methods of bull handling.

1. Results have not come through yet
The trial is still ongoing so before they can
make any changes they felt that they needed
to see more definitive results coming through.
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Future Plans:
Over the next 12 months, they are hoping they
will start getting more results back from bulls
they have been sending in, as the pilot has
been going for a couple years now. Data from
the first round of bulls is now starting to come
back. They believe by this time next year they
will have some worthwhile results that may
impact on their farming practices.

Kim and Evelyn Robinson
Our main objective:
To maximise income given climate conditions
in the area and also to provide a deeper
knowledge of the industry and enhance the
relationship with the meat processor.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:

Basic Stats
Location: Waikato
Farm type: 3,450 effective
hectares (3,524 total hectares) 600 hectares flat, 2,300 hectares
medium rolling hill country, 550
hectares medium to steep hill
country
Stock numbers: Around 16,500
sheep and 5,200 beef cattle

What have we achieved?
Successfully moved lambing date forward and
increased lambing percentages, particularly
amongst two-tooths.

2. Small pilot group

Most effective learning channel/s:

Future Plans:

Independent experts have provided us with
the most useful information, particularly one
expert who spoke about fertility issues.

We intend to take the Wintering Pad to the
next level to try and mitigate the dry summers
and to increase our annual cattle kill. We also
plan to grow summer crops for lamb finishing.

The group was a good fit and we found the
size of the group worked particularly well.

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Connection with other farmers
Discussing ideas about farming with the
group and learning how other farmers
run their systems has motivated our own
progression.
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Vicki and Leveson Gower
Our main objective:
To develop an overall Business Development
Plan to sustainably and progressively increase
profitability and achieve long term goals.

Farm system:
Finisher.

Two Year Review:

Basic Stats
Location: King Country
Farm type: 816 effective hectares
(1,416 total hectares) – 381
hectares undulating, 325 hectares
rolling, 110 hectares steep
Stock numbers: Around 1,000
sheep, 750 beef cattle and up to
930 dairy grazers

What have we achieved?
Improved pasture management utilisation,
increased stocking rates and profitability.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Working with an independent expert and
implementing system-based management
and planning software.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Funding
The funding has been helpful as it has allowed
us to engage consultants and trial new
equipment in a timelier manner. An example
is the Farm Management Software, we are
now running Farmax, Farm IQ and Figured,
and have experienced the effectiveness
these add to our decision making. Another
example is the electronic weighing systems
installed through the pilot, these have made a
significant difference to the farming operation.
2. Benefits of the new systems
We are now able to measure and monitor
what’s happening on the farm in a more
accurate and timely fashion. This has
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enabled us to plan better and increase our
stocking numbers and get stock finished
faster resulting in improved profitability.
The systems have also allowed better
communication on farm and the reduction of
stress with the day to day management of the
property. It has allowed the business to be
more independent from our day-to-day, fulltime involvement which has resulted in giving
us more time off farm with the knowledge that
the systems are supporting our team while
we’re not there.
3. Catalyst
The pilot has been the catalyst to effect
change on our farm and the benefits to us
have been considerable.
Future Plans:
To finish what we have started. Continue to
improve the pasture utilisation, stocking rates
and further increase the profitability. We
want to continue to develop our Sustainable
Farming Standards and work with our
community on improving water quality within
our catchment.

Case Study

Vicki and Leveson Gower
Introducing IT systems into Leveson and Vicki
Gower’s farm operation has led to an overhaul
of the whole business and created more
opportunities for off-farm activities.

FarmIQ and Farmax software packages.
These are being used in conjunction with an
accountancy package, a farm consultant and
farm environment plan.

The past year has seen some major changes
for the King Country couple, as they reevaluated every aspect of their 1416ha (800ha
effective) sheep and beef business, Stockland
Trading Ltd, and sought to put systems in
place that would allow the farm to operate in
their absence.

Most importantly, these management
tools and systems are part of a business
development model that Vicki is developing
for the farm.

After many years of farming – and with a busy
11 year-old-son – Vicki and Leveson were at
a stage when they would like to be able to
physically leave the farm and pursue outside
business and recreational interests while still
running a successful farm operation.
Vicki, who is a chartered accountant, was
keen to integrate a cloud-based farm
management system into their business
and jumped at the opportunity to do this
through their processor, Greenlea Premier
Meats involvement in the Red Meat Profit
Partnership (RMPP) programme.
The timing could not have been better, with
Greenlea approaching Leveson to be part
of its RMPP programme at a time the couple
were looking at the best way to systemise
their farm.
Although Vicki has a strong background in
management and accounting software, it was
the support offered through RMPP that really
appealed.
Focused on using IT-based farm management
systems to improve farm analysis and drive
greater production, they have adopted both

Having spent 20 years helping retail
businesses use a simple four-stage model
to develop and grow, Vicki saw potential
in adapting that model for their own – and
potentially other – family-farming businesses.
She explains that it’s about starting with an
end goal or objective and using the four
points to develop a strategy that will help
achieve that end goal, which for them is
the ability to ensure the farm remains fully
functioning in their absence. They also
wanted to focus on producing a better
product for their customers, which is growing
high quality red meat to meet the market
specifications of Greenlea Meats.
Vicki says when examining their business, it
became clear that they needed to simplify
their whole operation. The couple had been
running a complex livestock policy, which
including running breeding, finishing and
trading stock along with dairy support.
It took two to three months to determine what
their future stocking policy would be, and
this is where the suite of software tools was
so useful. It meant the couple were making
decisions based on objective data and
information.
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They made the decision to reduce ewe
numbers and sell their breeding cows, which
wasn’t easy as the family had run a breeding
herd for 53 years.
They have built a more efficient and
environmentally friendly, cell-based bull
finishing system and this has made day-today management more streamlined. The new
stocking policy came into effect on May 1 and
Vicki says it is now a simple system which
Leveson runs with the help of a 16-year-old
worker.
“In a way it’s like paint by numbers.”
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Evan and Roseanne Parkes
Our main objective:
To provide information to help develop the
Farmax analysis tool so the farm management
team can confidently use it to make better
decisions to grow the business.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:

Basic Stats
Location: King Country
Farm type: 945 effective hectares
(1,235 hectares in total) - 633
hectares steep hill country, 180
hectares rolling hill country and
152 hectares river flats
Stock numbers: Around 5,000
sheep, 250 jersey bulls, and 460
grazers

What have we achieved?
The river flats have been planted with a
summer turnip crop this year.
We have introduced Farm IQ on to the farm
and we are learning how to use it effectively.

what these farmers had achieved over time.
We’ve been inspired to keep moving forward
as, after talking to these farmers, we know that
in time, we’ll get the farm to where we want it
to be.

Most effective learning channel/s:
We like learning through a variety of different
ways, including listening to speakers and
small group discussions.
Benefits from our involvement:
1. Continuation of three-year programme
We value being part of a programme of
progression, working with the same people
from the conceptual stage through the various
stages of implementation and outcomes.

Future Plans:
The farm team are hoping to reach a point
they can analyse some of their goals to
determine what has been successful and
what has not. Once the pilot has finished,
they are planning to set their own goals
and meet with a farm consultant to keep
everything moving forward.

2. ANZCO field trip
We both went on the three-day field trip and
found it very motivating. We were exposed
to top performing farmers and could observe
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Robert Linton & Linda Ellison
Main objective:
After a dry summer we commonly experience
poor autumn growth rates in our cattle. We
have tested for potential barriers to growth
and we are testing strategies to improve daily
liveweight gain in our weaner bulls. Better
growth rates through this period will flow on
to heavier bulls going into the next spring
which will give us more options for marketing
when traditionally both store and slaughter
prices are better in the pre-Christmas period.

Basic Stats
Location: Bay of Plenty
Farm type: Rolling to hilly country
with light volcanic soils – they
run an all grass system
Stock numbers: Around 460
yearling bulls, 440 bull calves
(that they rear) and buy in
another 25 weaners and 20
ewes with lambs at foot

Farm system:
Finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
To manage our feed more effectively, we are
measuring pasture growth fortnightly.
We are also on track to achieve our target bull
weight of 480kg - 500kg this year.
Most effective learning channel/s:
This farming couple enjoyed the expert oneon-ones and found the conference sessions
on specialist topics to be very informative.

2. Growth in confidence
Being in the pilot has made us think more
critically about our processes on-farm. We
are questioning why and how we do things,
and if this is the best system. The pilot has
also given us more confidence to make those
decisions. It has reaffirmed that we are doing
the basics well and that we are on the right
track with our farming operations.

“There are plenty of sales people out
there trying to sell you things such
as crops, and they certainly have
their place, but you get more bang
for your buck if you get the basics of
subdivision, fertiliser and water sorted
first.”

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Opportunities

Future Plans:

The pilot has allowed us to try a range of
different things which might not have been
available to us otherwise, including trialling
nitrogen and having access to experts.

We are hoping we can find a way to improve
the performance of our animals and would
like to investigate this more through the pilot.
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Sam Clark
Main objective:
To obtain guidance and clear
recommendations on how to deliver
management goals of increasing farm
performance.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Central Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 450 ha rolling country
Stock numbers: 4000 stock units,
1800 breeding ewes, 80 cows,
200 finishing bulls, finishing
lambs depending on seasonal
feed curve

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Accelerated sub-division of farm to improve
stock rotation policy leading to better
management of sub-clover in the farm’s
pastures.

is not a lot of money around I feel more
comfortable being risk adverse. However,
being involved in a group has increased our
appetite to make at least some changes.

Most effective learning channel/s:

Future Plans:

Speaking with other farmers and experts at
the group meetings organised by our meat
processor.

We are in the early stages of making changes
back on the home farm. We are also pushing
ahead with succession plans, which are going
well at this stage. Over the next 12 months we
will continue with the subdivision of the farm
and consider our stock performance.

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Increased confidence
An important factor for increasing my
confidence to make changes on the farm
was seeing my neighbour, or a similar farmer,
make the change first. Through the pilot I
have been able to both talk with other farmers
about what we are doing on our farms, and
see the results first hand. Experts will often
advise farmers to try something different,
but I have been reticent investing in a new
approach in case the returns are not realised
and we end up making a loss. When there

We are looking forward to the planned
monthly pilot meetings which will help keep
the programme interesting and fresh.
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Jim and Christine Spall
Our main objective:
To build a more profitable farm through the
use of a cropping system that suits the farm.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 377 effective hectares
(480 hectares in total) - all flat to
easy rolling
Stock numbers: 2,025 ewes, 577
hoggets, 475 cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Continued conversion of pasture into herbs
as per the farm model developed in Farmax,
which is up to 11% of effective area now. So
far, we have put ewes and hoggets with
multiples on the herbs and have seen our
lamb performance lift to the level of singles
on pasture.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We have received most of our information and
advice from our Farmax advisor.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Farmax advisor
The main goal for us throughout the pilot has
been to develop a farming model based on
a large area of our effective hectares being
planted in herbs. Our Farmax advisor has
been important over the past 12 months to
further develop the model and refine ideas.
Last time we spoke the model was still in the
works. It is now finished but it is still early days
in terms of applying the recommendations of
the model to our farming system.
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2. Well facilitated pilot group
We believe our meat processor facilitator
has done a good job from an organisational
standpoint. She has organised useful trips
for the farmers in the group. Our trip to
Marlborough after the National Farmers’
Workshop was very good. The group looked at
lucerne systems which were relevant to many
in our area. We also looked at fodder and
using brassica to lift ovulation levels in ewes.
3. Independent group facilitator brought
on-board
In the last 12 months, our meat processor has
employed a farm consultant to help facilitate
the group days in our pilot group. This has
improved things overall, and it was this farm
consultant’s clients in Marlborough that the
group visited.
Future Plans:
Over the next 12 months we are hoping for
more pilot group events which we feel will
develop the interactions and relationships
among the group. There will be a farm visit on
our farm at some point. We will continue with
our programme of converting pasture into
herb crops.

Case Study

Christine and Jim Spall
Forage herbs are proving their worth in
dryland farm systems but what proportion
of the farm area is best utilised in these
specialist crops?

“There would be significant economic
benefits if – what we see on the model –
could pan out in reality.”

Hawke’s Bay farmers Jim and Christine Spall,
through Progressive Meats’ involvement
in the Red Meat Partnership Programme
(RMPP), are aiming to answer this question
by determining what impact increasing the
area they have in plantain, chicory and clover
crops will have on their sheep and beef
breeding and finishing system.

The benefits of increasing the area in these
high-octane feeds to 30% would include
growing out replacement ewe lambs to
heavier weights which would allow them all to
be mated. Currently the hogget mating policy
is season dependant. It would also allow
more finishing lambs and cull ewes to be sold
earlier and at heavier weights, before the
summer dry.

The work they are doing through the
programme is building on a forage project
they were involved with through Massey
University.

“If we can achieve high growth rates through
the spring period, we can carry fewer lambs
through into autumn and this would have
benefits across the whole flock.”

For several years, the couple, who farm 377ha
(effective) of rolling country near Kereru,
have been using this herb mix as a spring
feed for their terminal sire ewes and lambs.
Driving lamb growth rates of 250-300gm/day,
these drought-tolerant forages have proved
valuable and now cover 11% of the effective
farm area.

While their 1900 Highlander ewes are
performing well, with average lambing
percentages of 138%, Jim believes that with
more herbs in their system, they can afford to
run a smaller but higher-performing flock.

With the help of Farmax and farm consultant
Graham Ogle, the Spalls are modelling the
impact of increasing the area in plantain,
chicory and clover to 30% and 60% of the
total farm area would have on the whole
farm system and what management changes
would need to be made as a consequence.
The results are quite dramatic, says Jim,
whose farm has been part of Progressive
Meat’s RMPP “Focus on Forages” programme
since its inception two years ago.

With Farmax models showing the potential
economic advantages of increasing the area
in the specialist herb mix to 30%, the Spalls
are aiming to treble the area they have in
these specialist crops over the next few years.
The couple have had great success with
both the establishment and longevity of the
chicory, plantain and red and white clover
mixes. They still have stands performing
well after five years, but they do try to avoid
grazing them over the winter months.
The need to spell these forages over winter
means that, with more of them, they will need
to consider growing more winter feed crops
to make up for the lost ground.
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In establishing the chicory, plantain and clover
stands, they grow summer rape, followed by
an autumn-sown Italian ryegrass and sow the
herb and clover mix in spring. Weeds can be a
problem in that first year, particularly red root
and nodding thistles, and these need to be
managed.
Jim says while the chicory and plantain are
a valuable feed, the real benefit comes from
them being ideal companion plants to clover,
which really drives stock performance.
The mix needs to be rotationally-grazed,
although Jim admits they tend to graze
the stands a lot harder than what is
recommended. This makes spelling over
winter even more important.
The crops are relatively drought tolerant –
important in the Hawke’s Bay – and while
lucerne would be an alternative forage, an
under-lying soil pan means it cannot be grown
on most of the Spall’s farm.
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Pushing the envelope even further by
increasing the area in plantain, chicory and
clover to 60% would, the models suggest,
benefit the Spalls bull-beef operation.
Jim is closely following trial work being
carried out at Massey University, which
shows that chicory, plantain and clover crops
have potential to drive post-weaning growth
rates in cattle so they are going into winter
weighing an average of 300kgLW. Assuming
they maintain steady growth rates over winter
and spring, these cattle could be finished by
December or January.
The Spalls winter 240 R1 bulls and 111 R2
bulls on an intensive cell-type pasture system
alongside 30 breeding cows. At this stage
the cattle are not grazing the plantain, chicory
and clover, but may well do in the future.
The Spalls will be sharing the progress with
other farmers in the programme through a
series of workshops.

John MacPhee
Our main objective:
To determine how relevant killing out
percentages are, what impacts on them, and the
return on investment if looking to increase them.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 700 hectares - rolling
hill country with some easier flat
land
Stock numbers: 3,500 breeding
ewes and 120 angus cows

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?

2. Group meetings have been useful

Planting 12 hectares of lucerne. We have tried
the crop in the past but it was not successful.
Learning more about lucerne through the pilot,
particularly about how best to plant and manage
it, has convinced us to give it another go.

Field days and group discussions, particularly
around lucerne which provided us with enough
information to plant some on our own farm.

The group went down to the National
Farmer Workshop and visited some farms
in Marlborough to look at some different
cropping ideas. We have also attended field
days at other group members’ farms which
have been useful. We are generally not
impressed with field days as there are too
many people all trying to get their own points
across. However, the group field days have
been better as it is a small group and the
agenda for the day is not too broad.

Key benefits of our involvement:

Future Plans:

1. Trial finished last year

The time frame for the current RMPP projects
is coming to a close. The system has benefits,
but must be proved to be money well spent to
farmer levy payers as a whole.

Most effective learning channel/s:

Our project for the pilot was a trial to consider
what influences the killing out percentage of
lambs. At the time of last year’s interview, the
trial had already yielded all the results. The
conclusion was that the killing out percentage
depended on the gut retention, which differed
based on what time of the ruminating cycle the
lambs were killed. Gut retention also changed
depending on the quality of feed and natural
variation between lambs. We don’t know if
there is any commercial advantage in taking
the research further but that will be up to our
meat processor to decide.

Whilst increasing farm profitability is of
importance, with the increasing attention paid
by animal welfare groups, environmentalists
and more, going forward we need to look at
what we don’t do right, how we can address
those issues, how we can improve our image,
and so improve public perception of farming
as a whole.
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Graham and Shaw Mackintosh
Our main objective:
To raise lambing percentage by 25% and
have a better idea of how our stock are
performing against other farms.

Farm system:
Breeder/ Finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 400 effective hectares
- half flat, half steep to medium
hill country
Stock numbers: 2,200 sheep and
around 200 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We believe no new ideas have come out of
the pilot farm for us to implement. The only
change made this year was to plant some
winter crops which was suggested by one of
the other farmers, as in the past we ran out of
feed before lambing.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We have gained the most from talking to
other farmers in the group.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Has not produced any major revelations
Most of the field days have been about things
we were already trying. Additionally, every
farming system in the group is quite different
so a lot of what we have seen cannot be
applied to our operation.
2. Good speakers on lucerne but already
planned to use lucerne
We had heard two experts speak at the field
day. They were seen as high-quality experts
that were only accessible because of the pilot.
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However, we just confirmed that lucerne was
a good crop, which we already knew. These
talks have possibly given us more confidence
that lucerne was a worthwhile pursuit, but
we would have explored it anyway. Most of
the valuable information we have got about
lucerne has been from local farmers growing
the crop as it is more applicable to our own
farm.
3. Good to network with other farmers
Talking with other farmers at the events has
been informative and enjoyable. However,
we can get a similar benefit from attending
B+L(NZ) field days.
Future Plans:
The plan was to continue meeting every
month but it was always going to be quite
difficult over the lambing and calving period.
At this stage, we do not have a time set for
our next meeting.

Nick Kay
Our main objective:
To drive an all-round lift in production by
identifying any deficiencies in the operation
and developing ways to address them. This
will include identifying strategies to deal with
drought conditions.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 700ha
Stock numbers: 4500 sheep and
500 cattle

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have I achieved?
The level of recording and monitoring has
been stepped up because I have seen how
vital this aspect is to being a successful
farmer. This has included purchasing a new
weight crate, and starting to use Farmax.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Progressive have run on-farm discussion groups
with independent experts as guest speakers. I
have found this format to be effective.
Key benefits of my involvement:
1. Access to experts
I have spoken with experts over the past 12
months who have reaffirmed my position
on many topics and given me new ideas to
consider. These discussions have given me
the confidence to start implementing several
changes which have had positive results for
my business.

2. Group discussions
The group has begun to have more regular
(usually monthly) group discussion days. In
the past 12 months, these days have been
based on one of the group member’s farm
where a topic has been chosen, and an
expert on that topic has been brought in
to speak. The group also has an external
facilitator who runs the days. I have found the
new structure to be very beneficial and the
addition of the external facilitator has allowed
the meat processor facilitator to manage the
group more effectively.
3. Field trips (South Island trip)
One trip was especially beneficial. It involved
visiting some of our group facilitator’s clients
in North Canterbury. These farmers were all
running very successful operations using a lot
of lucerne, which is a crop of interest to many
farmers within the group.
Future Plans:
Over the next year I expect there to be a
continuation of what we have been doing
over the previous 12 months, which has
been working well. For me personally, I will
look to further implement knowledge I have
gained throughout the pilot including better
monitoring and crop management.
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Willie and Fee Wilder
Our main objective:
Our main objective is to lift profit to help
drive a successful succession plan. Critical
to achieving this will be drought proofing our
property.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: Easy rolling to steep,
with some flats
Stock numbers: 4,300 Sheep,
350 Beef

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Our scanning has improved to a satisfactory
level due to purchasing higher quality rams
from a seller with a better type ram to suit our
property. Also being able to feed ewes better
due to more crops being planted and better
dry land forages being used to finish lambs
earlier.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Advice from independent experts at the field
days run by our meat processor, particularly
the agronomist at our field day encouraging
us to try some new cropping ideas.
Key benefits of our involvement:
Increased interactions from the pilot
From the beginning of this year the
interactions between the group have
increased in frequency which has been good.
All of our meat processor farmers in our area
who are part of the pilot have been put into
a group and we are going around to each
other’s farms on various field days.
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We enjoyed the event we had on our farm
in January. Our meat processor brought in
an agronomist who went over our crops and
helped us decide to give lucerne a go in
one area. We also brought in a farm advisor
who talked about succession which is an
area several of the farmers in the group are
dealing with.

“The group came out in January, we
had professionals out here as well,
agronomist, farm advisor, and we
pretty much just picked apart our
whole operation. But it was good, it
was a pretty full-on day.”
Future Plans:
Over the next 12 months we will run the
cropping trials mentioned, which we will be
sowing in the spring. We also received a free
trial of FarmIQ through the pilot, so we think
we will trial that on the farm this year. We are
also going to be visiting other farms in the
group as part of our ongoing group meetings.

Case Study

Willie and Fee Wilder
Willie and Fee Wilder run a 690ha farm
operation in Central Hawke’s Bay. The home
block is 340ha and they also have a 350ha
lease block 20 mins away in an area called
Oueroa. Altogether they are running 6500
stock units. The opportunity came up to join
the RMPP through their meat processor,
ANZCO. With everything else that was going
on on-farm at the time Willie’s first reaction
was “do I need anything else going on?” but
after meeting with Alan McDermott, ANZCO’s
agricultural manager, it was a “no brainer”.
Starting off as an individual pilot farm, the
topics the Wilders wanted to investigate were
succession planning, looking at their different
soil types, ram genetics, investigating more
drought resistant crops and reseeding pine
tree blocks after felling. Chris Garland from
BakerAg worked alongside the Wilders to
look at a succession plan. It took one family
meeting with all siblings (an older brother
and sister) and all spouses to get those sticky
questions out in the open. Willie believes that
without Chris present, family members may
have been more reserved and conversation
would have not flowed like it did. “Dad always
had a plan in his head but really there was
so much more to it once the investigating
started. Sure Mum and Dad miss the farm like
hell but must be proud to see both their sons
farming.”
The next step was to look at the different soil
types on the farm and start spending money
more wisely on fertiliser. Willie believes that
the days of just blanketing the farm in one
type of fertiliser are over. “We got every
paddock on the home place soil tested - all
80 paddocks. The results were astonishing

as we learnt we had a huge variance. We
are now looking at using different brews for
different paddocks with lime coming into the
equation a lot more. It also means in tighter
years we can concentrate on paddocks that
need it. Even just having these results has
made being a part of the RMPP programme
worth it in my opinion.”
Six years ago the Wilders changed where
they brought their rams from and, with
persuasion from Alan, went to the top pick
of those. The main reason for change was to
introduce some facial eczema tolerance. The
benefits of this decision were huge in the past
year with most of Hawke’s Bay being heavily
hit with F.E. and the Wilders escaping mostly
unharmed with only 12 ewes out of 3200
coming out clinical. Spore counts of 125,000
were recorded on the farm last year as an
indication. Investigating new crops, to try and
combat the dry, is still a work in progress but
last year they put 10ha of sorghum in after
trialing 3ha the year before. Willie was really
impressed with its drought tolerance, “it kept
growing when everything else was brown
after baling 15 bales/ha of baleage!“.
After logging 21ha of pine over the last
six years the big question was what to do
with the paddocks. Willie was keen to put
most of it back into grass but after a not so
successful attempt at re-grassing when the
first lot of trees were felled, through the pilot
programme they got in an expert to give them
some good advice.
“The first time we burnt the slash then
brought some floor sweeping from the seed
merchant and flicked it on with the helicopter.
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What we have ended up with is a paddock
full of weeds and with a whole lot of different
grasses growing in it”.
Between that and the next harvest of
trees the Wilders had come on board as
pilot farmers. Alan knew of a professional
agronomist in Gisborne who had since
retired but was a major influence when they
were breaking in a lot of the hill country up
there. The next time Willie sprayed out the
paddocks twice; once in the spring and then
in the autumn. Following that he had a burn
and then applied a proper crawling grass
called Rohan after receiving sound advice. He
now has two covered-in faces of new grass
with the key being spraying out those weeds
and old grasses, having a good burn and
getting the right seed on the nice warm ash
left behind.
The Wilders have now moved from an
individual pilot trial to a discussion group
with the rest of the ANZCO pilot farmers.
Willie and Fee hosted a discussion group
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in mid-January 2017. Although the farm was
looking at its worst with the onset of an early
drought at the discussion group, it was good
to get some expert advice from professionals
on some very topical subjects that the group
as a whole were working through. Chris
Garland from BakerAg talked on leasing land
and succession and Richard Hilson from
Vet Services Hawke’s Bay did a ewe body
condition scoring demonstration, followed by
a dissection of a faecal egg count reduction
test recently done by the Wilders. Local
Farmer Sam Morrah talked on feeding ewes
on crop and showed the results he had found
using FarmIQ, and Paul Muir who is a local
agronomist gave a presentation on the pros
and cons of different forages.
Willie and Fee have not regretted taking up
the opportunity to be involved in this project
because, with a push in the right direction and
a little bit of professional help the outcome
has been hugely significant to their farm
business.

Blair Holt
Our main objective:
To help provide strategies to manage dry
conditions. This will provide some safety or
leeway in particularly dry years and result in
greater returns.

Farm system:
Finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 270 effective hectares
– all rolling medium hill country
with some summer cropping (1216 hectares)
Stock numbers: Around 1,500
sheep and 200 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We have struggled to commit to changes,
particularly with trying lucerne, due to the
potential financial cost of failure which we
cannot currently afford. This has meant
we have received little value from the pilot
but there is not much the pilot could do to
improve the situation.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We have found the advice from the
independent experts interesting and it has
resulted in my general farm knowledge
increasing, even if we have not been able to
implement any significant changes.
Key benefits of our involvement:
Improved group interactions
Over the last 12 months, since an independent
farm advisor was brought on board, the
interactions between the group have
improved. I believe having an independent
involved has helped our meat processor
facilitator do a better job of organising the
group. Having a farm advisor run the group

has meant farmers are getting more involved
in the discussion as he is more experienced
at facilitating groups. The farmers in the
group are getting to know each other better
now as well which has helped with the group
dynamic.

“The stuff that I have found most
important, like the soils workshop,
increases our general knowledge a
lot, but whether that transfers into
being effective on the farm, leading
to effective changes, I am not sure. I
am taking it on board (but) I am just
so small and have had a bad year
that I can’t implement it how I would
like. I wouldn’t say we are doing
anything wrong, the stuff I have gone
to has been really good.”
Future Plans:
I have no real expectations for the next 12
months. I am not planning on trying lucerne
and as the reccurring focus of the group
interactions has been on lucerne, it would be
a worry if the group stopped meeting.
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Patrick and Lesley O’Rourke and son Andrew
Our main objective:
To get expert advice to tweak our current
farm systems to help us get through the
inevitable dry summers in a better financial
position than we do currently.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We have increased our forage cropping fourfold i.e. 5 ha increased to 20 ha.
Lambs were introduced to brassica preweaning. This resulted in the first two
lamb drafts 2 kg ahead of our average and
achieved a greater number on the truck direct
to the works.
Most effective learning channel/s:
The most effective channel has been the
monthly meeting with the Farmax advisor and
hearing from independent experts at field days.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: Rolling, but with two
steep gorge regions at the back
of the property
Stock numbers: 600 ewes, 150
lambs, 840 beef, 323 deer

2. Improved cattle performance
The main focus for us during the pilot has been
our cattle. In May we were 50kg ahead of
previous years for the two-year-old bulls. That
result gave us confidence we are on the right
track with the changes made. Even after the
wet winter, the R2 bulls are still 50kg ahead.
3. Useful field days
We have enjoyed the field days organised by the
pilot. There was a day with an expert who spoke
about legumes. This was interesting as it is an
alternative to lucerne which cannot grow on our
property due to the soils and wet conditions.
Future Plans

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Extensive utilisation of Farmax
Throughout the pilot, we have had access to
Farmax and advice from a Farmax advisor,
which has given us a lot of confidence to
make decisions. There has been some
extreme weather over the past year with a
very dry summer and very wet winter. Having
the added confidence Farmax provides has
enabled us to stay on track.
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Over the next 12 months we will monitor our
changes and hopefully see some positive
results coming through. With the group
interactions, we would like to see some more
speakers on topics of interest to the group. An
interest in environmental issues and getting in
some experts on how we could deal with those
would be good. Our property has some difficult
waterways, so we want to know what we need
to do to be compliant. As noted previously, we
are hoping that the independent farm advisor
will come around to all the farms to discuss
succession planning.

Case Study

Patrick and Lesley O’Rourke
and son Andrew
Introducing Farmax and utilising an expert
to help guide them through the programme
has given the O’Rourke family the confidence
to change their system to better fit their
conditions.
Paddy and Lesley O’Rourke, along with
their son Andrew farm a 532ha property in
Rissington, 30kms north west of Napier. They
run 6000 stock units with bulls, cows, sheep
and deer.
The O’Rourkes first became involved in the
RMPP pilot through their meat processor,
Progressive Meats. They were open to
making changes and knew their farm could
be improved but were unsure how to go
about it.
Key objectives were around wanting to
improve the performance of their farm
particularly in drought conditions. Paddy
and Lesley also wanted to improve the
performance and sustainability of their farm
as part of succession planning for their son
Andrew.
The rolling contour of the property allows for
only limited cropping and it is a long narrow
farm with two gorges to negotiate. The main
challenge was that the current business
model at the time was not able to cope with
changes in climate. Over a five-year period
the good years did not outweigh the losses in
the bad ones.
Rebecca McNutt from Progressive Meats
connected the O’Rourkes with specialist John
Cannon, at a B+LNZ workshop. John had

been a top farmer and his local knowledge
was critical for gaining Paddy’s confidence.
Farmax was used to model a number of
different scenarios to give the farm team
the opportunity to see the changes in action
and choose the scenarios they wanted to
implement on-farm.
The main changes to the system were that
there have been tweaks in stocking ratios,
particularly around rearing less calves, and
more crops are being planted in both winter
and summer with the aim to triple the overall
amount of cropping.
Using Farmax was critical as it gave Paddy the
evidence he needed to make a bold decision.
“I’m pretty excited about the next 12 months,
knowing where we are at the moment and
knowing how we are moving ahead. It’s all
very well wanting to get ahead but you have
got to know how to do it.”
John was impressed with how well the farm
was performing in good years
“Paddy put a lot of understanding into
what was going on in his business because
he is a keen farmer and he enjoys it and
he understands it. My job is to push him
and poke him and prod him along until he
eventually gets to the right decision for him.”
Rebecca believes the best approach is a
whole of farm assessment with a subject
matter specialist who can provide some
direction to farmers without telling them what
to do.
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This entails showing the farmer a number of
scenarios for improving farm performance
then allowing the farmer to choose which
option suits their style of farming best.

outcomes. By utilizing both an independent
expert and decision-making tool, this gave the
team the confidence to put their ideas into
action.

The modelling was key to showing Paddy
the effect of climate on farm performance. It
also gave Paddy confidence in his farming
practices in good years. The scenarios
enabled the farm team and John to discuss
different, financially viable options. They
had the chance to choose from a range of
credible options. The farm team were given
direction without being told what to – at the
end of the day the choice was theirs.

The RMPP pilot has been the catalyst to
turning this farm into one that is more
sustainable into the future and John has
helped this farm team move to a system that
over the long term yields better returns, by
making it more resilient in dry periods.

Paddy and Lesley see independent experts/
specialists as extremely valuable for help
and advice. They also see the benefit of
using Farmax as a tool to model performance
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Hawke’s Bay Feed Grower
Main objective:
The main area for improvements will come
through growing better feed by looking into
different specialist crops that may fit into their
system. Overall, they just want to get exposed
to what other farmers are doing to make
improvements in their own operation.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: Easy rolling to steep,
with some flats
Stock numbers: 4,300 sheep,
350 beef

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Increased lucerne planting with 17 ha planted
in lucerne last spring. This proved to be
beneficial over the dry summer period as it
allowed them to hold on to all their lambs
through the summer and sell in the autumn at
good weights.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Speaking with agronomists and other farmers
who already had crops of lucerne. This gave
them the confidence to plant more than they
would have otherwise.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Assisted with making cropping changes
They had planned to put in lucerne before
getting involved in the pilot, but being
involved has connected them with useful
advice. They had heard from agronomists
at farmer field days where they had picked
up additional ideas about lucerne. The
agronomists were people they probably

would not have been able to talk to without
being involved in the pilot. Additionally,
talking with other farmers who have already
planted lucerne was beneficial. All the
information that they gathered since entering
the pilot gave them the confidence to put
in more lucerne than they otherwise would
have.
Future Plans:
There are more farms to visit in the group
which they expect to complete in the coming
months. Additionally, they have approached
their meat processor with an issue they had
this season that they would like to run a trial
for. Over tupping time this year, the ewes
had plenty of feed and put on weight over
the mating period. However, the farm had
two lots of ewes with higher dry rates than
usual, up from under 2% to 10%. They have
some theories around the issue, including
zearalenone toxicity or sub-clinical facial
eczema. The plan is to split the two-tooths
into two groups and to use a fungicide spray
on the pasture for one group and see if that
translates to any differences in scanning
percentage.
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Hawke’s Bay Lamb Fattener
Main objective:
The farm is looking to see if they can increase
their profits significantly by fattening lambs on
a combination of grain and plantain clover mix
instead of the current plantain clover mix diet.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: Half easy rolling
country, Half steeper
Stock numbers: 6,180 sheep and
440 beef

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?

2. Different systems to other farmers in the
group

Implementation of feed testing to help give
certainty of supply for the meat company.
There is a direct relationship between the
quality of feed and lamb growth rates, so by
testing the quality of feed on the farm, they
can be sure of when their lambs will be ready
to send. This certainty has direct financial
benefits for this farm.

Most of the group are interested in lucerne
and other summer dry systems, and that is
what most of the group meeting topics have
been related to. Their farming system is quite
different to all the other farmers in the group
because of their soils and irrigation, which has
meant they have not seen any real benefits
from the group events.

Most effective learning channel/s:

Future Plans:

Results of feed testing carried out by the
lab in Waikato has been the most valuable
learning tool for this farm.

They have no real expectations about what
they will get out of the pilot over the next 12
months.

Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Feed testing initiative
The main thing they got out of the pilot so
far has been the technique of analysing
the feed that sheep are getting. This was
something the group went through with an
animal nutritionist before the last interview
and they have continued to make use of this
knowledge for this farming system.
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Mark and Pauline Bradley
Our main objective:
To learn from the pilot and see an increase in
production.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 537 effective hectares
- 112 hectares flat, 420 hill
Stock numbers: Around 4,350
sheep and 250 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Plan to continue to experiment with a range
of different crops. Weeds are still impacting
the performance of some of our lucerne.
However, the crops we did successfully grow
ended up benefitting us significantly as we
did not have to offload our lambs in the height
of the dry summer, so could hold off for a
better price.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We believe we have learnt the most
from group events which included group
discussions, farm visits and independent
expert talks.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Great speakers
We have generally attended the events
together and we have enjoyed the quality of
speakers that our meat processor has been
able to source. However, we have found it
difficult to get additional information on guest
speaker topics from our local reps and there
has been a disparity between the information
given by an expert and what a local seed
representative might say. These conflicting

suggestions have made implementation
difficult. The advice from the pilot has been
good but getting quality advice outside of the
pilot is difficult, which was often seen as a
requirement to get changes to occur.
2. New ideas to try
The pilot has provided us with a range of new
ideas to try on our farm.

“I think some of it is still to come, as
time goes on we are going to put into
practice more of it [the advice], but
it is going to take us a wee while to
adjust our stock policy and things
to be able to accommodate some of
the changes. You can’t just do it over
night.”
Future Plans:
Over the next 12 months the farm will try
some other crops, including barley and rye
corn. We will also carry on with our lucerne.
There are also plans for further regular
meetings with the group over the next 12
months.
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Ian Hopkins and Shelley Dew-Hopkins
Our main objective:
To develop a farm system that consistently
produces premium red meat in a sustainable
manner.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Successfully tried hogget mating this year
after growing lucerne for feed supplement
in the dry months. The fodder beet crop we
trialled was not as successful as we hoped so
we reverted back to swedes for our ewes and
kale for cattle. We have also planted more
chicory and clover.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We have both found the discussion group
and the one-on-one with a lucerne expert last
year to be very effective. Have implemented
regrassing including more legumes and less
rye grass.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Taste testing and ram lambs
We supplied lambs for taste-testing and
continued with current farm practices
while we awaited the findings. The results
confirmed that there is no taste difference
for ram lambs. This finding has given us
confidence to keep farming ram lambs
uncastrated, as they grow faster in this state.
We hope the results will put an end to the
debate about the different taste of ram lambs.
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Basic Stats
Location: Northern Manawatu
Farm type: 670 effective hectares
(700 total hectares) – 130ha
leased out while development
continues, 540 medium to steep
hill country
Stock numbers: 165 beef cows,
200 trading cattle, 2700 ewes,
650 hoggets
2. Farmer discussion group
We are involved with a pilot discussion group
and following on from the taste testing, have
been investigating what consumers and chefs
are looking for from our products. It is hoped
that understanding what end-users want
will help us to make the necessary on-farm
changes to produce it.
3. Succession planning
Our son finished his degree at Lincoln
University five years ago and has now
returned from overseas to work on the farm
full-time. We have a company structure with
share package available to our son. We think
he will find the pilot to be interesting and
stimulating, so we have started involving him
with the aim that he will become the main
driver of on-farm changes in the future.
Future Plans:
Moving our shearing date to earlier in the
year; from July to May/June next year.
Continuing to develop our new block.
Retaining another 100 ewe lambs each year in
preparation for the return of the lease block.

Manawatu Soil Improver
Main objective:
The farm’s main objective is to get
independent expert advice on their soils so
they can learn how to best manage them to
grow grass and crops more efficiently. This in
turn will mean they can fatten their lambs and
beef more effectively.

Basic Stats
Location: Manawatu
Farm type: Mostly flat to rolling,
with some steep gullies
Stock numbers: 1,600 sheep, 180
beef

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher for sheep and finisher for
beef.

discussions such as keeping replacement
hoggets and trialling chicory and red clover.

Two Year Review:

2. Soil testing

What have they achieved?

They have been able to have their soil tested
through the pilot. They are hoping a targeted
fertiliser plan will enable them to save on
fertiliser costs.

They are weighing their cattle on Tru-Test
scales to accurately determine which
ones can be sold and which cattle need
preferential feeding. Previously this was a
visual assessment.
The couple are also trialling chicory and red
clover as finishing crops for their lambs.
Most effective learning channel/s:
They enjoy the discussion groups and talking
to top farmers. They find these channels are
the best ways for them to gain knowledge
and advice.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Access to top farmers
They have appreciated being able to talk to
top farmers and have found their discussions
with the other pilot farmers to be very useful.
They have been picking up ideas from these

3. Scales
Their meat processor organised for them
to have some Tru-Test scales and a reader
through the pilot, so they can accurately
weigh their animals and record the data.
Previously this was a visual assessment.
Future Plans:
They would like an agronomist to visit to
discuss fodder beet which they would like
to trial next year. They would like to discuss
their water system with an expert to explore
a range of different options. As this farming
couple have Californian thistles on their
farm they are interested in introducing the
Californian thistle beetle. They would like to
talk to farmers who have tried this and find
out their results.
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John and Brenda Stewart
Our main objective:
To improve the profitability of the farm with
existing staffing levels, while maintaining a
chosen lifestyle.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Through quality feeding, with regular
monitoring and weighing, 100% of our 1 year
old Angus heifers reached target weights to
enable them to be mated. 60% then held after
one round of AI, which focused on low birth
weight progeny.
By weaning hoggets earlier, we were able
to be fed better, reaching a target weight
of 65kg and achieving a higher scanning
percentage as 2 tooths.
Whole farm soil testing enabled us to target
fertiliser usage, resulting in financial savings
in spreading and fertiliser.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We find a small group format (under 10 people)
is the best learning environment for us.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Approached farm succession
The topic of farm succession was visited
within our RMPP group. We were interested
to hear from a consultant about the many
varied ways of approaching farm succession.
We attended a seminar in the Christchurch
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Basic Stats
Location: Rangitikei
Farm type: 690 effective hectares
(730 total hectares) - 290
hectares flat to easy rolling, and
400 hectares rolling hill country
Stock numbers: 3000 breeding
ewes, 1000 replacement
hoggets, All Lambs finished; 450
Dairy Grazers on weight gain
contract; 160 Angus breeding
cows and replacements; 100 Rs1/
Rs2 Angus Bulls (for hireage to
Dairy Industry).

workshops. The knowledge gained helped to
give us the confidence to initiate conversations
with our three sons about farm succession.
It is important to our family to begin this
process. We credit the RMPP pilot for providing
opportunities to gather the necessary
information for us to start family discussions.
2. Increase in the fecundity of cattle and sheep
We have achieved an increase of 20% in the
scanning rate of our two-tooths. We have also
attained 60% conception rate for our yearling
Angus heifers with one round of AI. We had
been unable to achieve either of these two
objectives pre-pilot.
Future Plans:
To continue to improve and expand
monitoring of weights and condition scores in
stock so enabling highest performance.
To work with the next generation to ensure
progression and prosperity.

James and Kate McKay
Our main objective:
Increase our lambing percentage so we are
consistently achieving 150%.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Tararua
Farm type: 100 hectares flat to
rolling, 270 hectares steep hill
Stock numbers: 2,500 sheep and
about 200 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We have improved our hogget mating system,
averaging 45kg for hogget weight and a
24% increase in the scanning rate from the
previous year.
This year the team have undertaken soil
testing so fertilizer can be applied to the
areas where it is required.

our farm. The cost of expert advice was an
inhibiting factor for us. The pilot has also
provided the funding to act on expert advice
such as having soil tests completed on-farm.
3.Pilot discussion group
As a younger farm business, we valued
being able to talk to other farmers to discuss
ideas and receive advice, in addition to the
consultants.

Most effective learning channel/s:
We find listening to experts and being
involved in group discussions to be our most
effective learning channel.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1.Accountability
Participating in the pilot has made us
accountable for our farming operations. The
pilot group has visited our farm and we felt
obliged to start making some changes as this
will give us something to talk about with the
group and our farm consultants.

Future Plans:
We are hoping to visit a few more farms with
our discussion group. We think this would be
a valuable experience as we enjoy seeing
what other farmers are doing and believe it is
an effective way to gather ideas for our own
farm. We are hoping to increase the lambing
percentage and reach the 50kg target for our
hoggets.

2.Access to expert advice
We have appreciated having easy access to
expert advice through the pilot both at the
discussion group meetings and from visiting
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Case Study

James and Kate McKay
The opportunity to make production and profit
gains was what spurned Alfredton farmers,
James and Kate McKay, to become involved
in the Red Meat Profit Partnership (RMPP).
Encouraged by their ANZCO livestock rep,
James and Kate joined the programme in
2015 and have had the opportunity to look
at some key aspects of their farming system.
This has included sitting down with local
BakerAg consultant, Richmond Beetham, who
has helped the McKays look at their ultimate
goal of mating a 50kg hogget. Increasing
weaning weights and looking to diversify their
forages has also been a goal for the McKays.
Te Keo is a 400 ha farm located 18 kilometres
east of Eketahuna and is a summer safe,
breeding and finishing property which was
purchased by the McKay family in 1970.
James’ parents, Murray and Mandy McKay,
bought the farm off the family in 1983 and
James and Kate took over the property in
2015 after a number of years of careful and
thorough succession planning made possible
with the foresight and hard work of Murray
and Mandy.
One year into the pilot farm programme,
James and Kate McKay have seen the benefit
in being involved in the RMPP.
“We enjoy being innovative famers and we
saw this programme as a great vehicle to
continue to be progressive in our methods.
The programme will allow us to have access
to some expert knowledge we may not have
had otherwise.
“The access to expert assistance and
opportunities to share knowledge and
practice with a range of sheep and beef
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farmers has been a real benefit. We have
always valued and benefited from quality
discussion with other farmers as well.”
At a recent pilot farm day at Te Keo, the
McKays were able to share information
and experiences with other local and pilot
farmers and from three companies with
specific expertise – StockCare, BakerAg
and AgriCom. Alan McDermot, Agricultural
Manager from ANZCO, also gave a big picture
message about what our markets are now
expecting from us.
One of the main changes the McKays are
making is putting their hands on all of their
sheep.
“We are not relying on our eye at the drafting
gate. We have a better understanding of our
machine (sheep) and when and how much it
needs to be fed.”
James and Kate have been working with
StockCare for the past four years to help
accurately predict how their sheep will
perform a long way out from lambing which
has been great for budgeting. The inclusion
of forage crops (Rape) to get lambs off the
hills, to give the ewes more space in the
summer and look after the tail end better,
has been key.
“Break feeding of light ewes this year
in August for a month has made a big
difference enabling us to set stock multiple
ewes at 74 kgs and condition score 3.3.
Feed budgeting has helped us ensure we
don’t keep hold of trade lambs too far into
the autumn/ winter. We feel there is still a
lot more room for improvement in terms of
weaning weight and lambing percentage

and, with the use of our four years of stock
monitoring, we can hone in on specific
details such as lamb growth rate on mum or
our trade lamb seasonal growth rate and sale
pattern with real data and make changes.
“We feel most of the low hanging fruit has
now been picked so we are turning to
mating of our hoggets and the diversification
of forages.”
Feedback from the farmers who
attended the pilot farm day at Te Keo was
overwhelmingly positive.

Bryce and Julie Stephenson, from Bideford
in Wairarapa, thought that there were quite a
few ideas that they will take back and look to
implement in their own farming system.
“There was lots of useful information and
the speakers were really good. We are in a
discussion group and a lot of that is focussed
on-farm which is good, but it was great to
have the experts in the room who gave us a
lot of extra information.”
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Wairarapa Data Recorder
Main objective:
To build a closer relationship with their meat
processor and develop clear guidelines on
their requirements, along with development of
a farm management system that will deliver a
premium product on a consistent basis.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?
Increased farm monitoring with FarmIQ and
starting to build a scanning history of ewe
flock through EID tags.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Talking with other farmers and learning how
they overcame challenges on FarmIQ in a
practical way.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Learning the benefits of FarmIQ
They believe the work they have done
through the pilot to learn the FarmIQ
system has been effective. There have
been workshops and field trips which have
provided useful information. FarmIQ is
continually updating its service, so attending
the workshops helps them keep on top of
all those changes. Also, talking with other
farmers at the workshops means they can get
more hands-on explanations of how to solve
issues they are facing with the system.
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Basic Stats
Location: Wairarapa
Farm type: 755 effective hectares
(145 hectares not effective) - 495
hectares medium hill country,
260 hectares of flats
Stock numbers: Around 7,500
sheep and 120 beef cattle

2. Lamb eating quality results
The results of the lamb eating quality test
showed there was nothing farmers could do
to impact the eating quality of lamb. This was
a bit disappointing for them but it was still
seen as a result for the project.
Future Plans:
The pilot programme will be winding
down over the next 12 months. It has been
worthwhile for them to be a part of the
programme and has led to some beneficial
changes for them.

Marcus Edge
Our main objective:
To increase the profitability of our business
through supplying a premium product into the
marketplace.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Wairarapa
Farm type: 295 effective hectares
(330 hectares in total) – 295
hectares of flats land (summer
dry)
Stock numbers: Around 2,300
sheep and 300 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We have decided to move to a grassfed policy for our stock as we feel this is
sustainable and authentic.
Most effective learning channel/s:
For us, all learning channels are effective
ways of gaining knowledge.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Premium lamb
The pilot has been effective for us as we now
know what factors we can influence to create
a premium lamb product.
2. Taste testing results
We have been waiting for the results of the
taste testing which we hoped would have
been available sooner. We have not made
any major changes in anticipation but now
we have had confirmation that nothing else
needs to be altered.

3. Strategic direction
The pilot has given us direction as it provided
the opportunity to find out what consumers
want from a lamb product. We gained a much
better understanding of our meat processor’s
marketing strategy in terms of the New
Zealand story and their target markets which
has helped consolidate our vision on-farm.
Future Plans:
We would like to see our meat processor’s
marketing strategy plan for creating premium
lamb as this would help to make our business
more profitable. We would like to have
experts come and talk on some of the pilot
farm visits and brainstorm some projects for
the future.
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Mike and Robyn Warren
Our main objective:
To improve meat quality and demand for the
product.

Basic Stats
Location: Wairarapa
Farm type: 1,200 effective
hectares – 900 hectares of flats
and 300 hectares of hard hill
country

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher for sheep and finisher for cattle.

Stock numbers: Around 9,300
sheep and 300 beef cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Main outcome has been improving the
numbers of cattle reaching the reserve grade,
increasing profit by about $50 per head.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We find learning in a small group and farm
visits to be the most effective learning
channels for us. We are a member of two
other farm discussion groups outside the pilot
who regularly organise worthwhile trips to see
other farming operations.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Improved cattle performance
The farm is using the guidelines developed by
our meat processor to improve the numbers
of cattle reaching the reserve grade. We feel
there has been a significant improvement in
terms of performance and estimates we have
made an extra $50 per head this season.

type would be a big undertaking for our meat
processor.
3. FarmIQ
Our farm team have been using FarmIQ
through the pilot which we really like and this
aspect of the pilot has been very effective.
It gave us the motivation to be part of a
community group to improve internet access in
the area, as use of FarmIQ on-farm was being
limited by poor internet access and speed.
4. Connections and pilot events
Our meat processor has been very proactive
this year offering interesting events and
networking opportunities. We feel much more
connected to the pilot and our meat company,
and therefore more appreciative of what our
meat processor is trying to achieve. I (Robyn)
particularly enjoyed the trip to Auckland as I
felt we were being recognised and valued for
our contribution to the pilot.

2. Taste testing results

Future Plans:

We have suggested that the taste testing
results needed further investigation to be
more relevant to farmers, by focusing on the
eating quality of the farm’s sheep by genetics.
However, we realise an investigation of this

We hope that our meat processor might fund
another taste test on sheep. We would want
this to identify, in more depth, factors that
farmers can influence on farm. Both of us
hope our meat processor will continue with a
similar programme for the pilot this year.
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Warren and Judy Tocker
Our main objective:
We are a specialist lamb finishing business
using cattle and baleage to maintain grass
quality in a dry land farming environment. Our
objective was to improve on the farm’s current
physical performance (i.e. kg of product/ha)
by analysis of stock policies, forages and soil
health and fertility.
We wanted to raise lambing percentage by
25% and have a better idea of how our stock
is performing against other farms.

Farm system:
Finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We needed to address business scale to
provide a viable farming future. This has been
achieved with a major change in business
scale, location and enterprise mix. Leave the
effective learning channels as is.
Most effective learning channel/s:
For us, all the learning channels have been
effective.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Premium lamb
The pilot has been effective for us as we now
know what factors we can influence to create
a premium lamb product.

Basic Stats
Location: Porangahau, Central
Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: 645 ha sheep and
beef breeding semi-finishing
farm
Stock numbers: Around 1,000
sheep and 16 beef cattle

2. Taste testing results
We had been waiting for the results of the
taste testing which we had hoped would have
been available sooner. We had not made
any major changes in anticipation but now
we have had confirmation that nothing else
needs to be altered.
3. Strategic direction
The pilot has given us direction as it
provided the opportunity to find out what
consumers want from a lamb product. We
have gained a much better understanding
of our meat processor’s marketing strategy
in terms of the New Zealand story and our
target markets which has helped consolidate
our vision on-farm.
Future Plans:
The programme for us going forward is further
fencing, water, fertiliser, animal performance
monitoring and policies around stocking rates
and mixes.
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Hodgen Family
Our main objective:
To see how we can increase the profitability
of the farm operation by improving our
use of both forage and genetics. The farm
team (mum, dad, son and daughter who are
all actively engaged in running the farm)
are just extending on from what we have
already been doing and see the pilot as the
mechanism to help focus our plans and gain
access to independent technical advice.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:

Basic Stats
Location: North Canterbury
Farm type: Flat to rolling hills
Stock numbers: 6400 sheep

2. Expert advice
Using a farm consultant has changed our
opinion of farm consultants. Previously
sceptical about the quality of farm consultant
advice, the family has built up a relationship of
trust with our farm consultant and implemented
most of his suggested changes on-farm.

What have we achieved?
We have trialled lambing our hoggets. We
achieved a scanning rate of 104% and 92%
(Two different lines of stock).
Soil testing has resulted in each paddock
receiving only the fertilizer required and the
bill has fallen from $32K per annum to $18K
per annum.
Most effective learning channel/s:
A one-to-one with an expert is the most
effective way to learn.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Change in farm focus
Participating in the pilot has changed the
family’s objective from fattening all our lambs
and sending them away by Christmas, to
focusing on the condition of our ewes.
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3. Increase in farm performance
Preferentially feeding the ewes has produced
an additional 1,500 lambs, earning the farm
between $100-150,000 extra profit this season.
Future Plans:
The family are looking to move shearing from
May to February, as this works in better with
farm operations. We are also going to fine
tune the ram harness cycle from 14 days to 10
days.
We would also like to increase the ewe
scanning percentage and might look at
the genetics of our sheep to see if we can
improve fertility.
The fertiliser result is a one off, and an
opportunity to use excess fertility for a short
period. A return to maintenance fertiliser will
happen but will repeat whole farm test every
5 years or so.

Case Study

Hodgen Family
Small management changes are having a
big impact on the Hodgen family’s North
Canterbury sheep operation.
Despite having been in the grip of drought
for the best part of four years, the family of
Mike and Jan and their two adult children Dan
and Nicky, say their sheep have come out of
the drought better than when they went in.
This is thanks to some low-cost management
changes that have had a profound effect on
their whole farm system.
“If we hadn’t made those changes the
drought would have hurt a lot more,” says
Dan.

Saving summer feed
Mike says they used to take real pride in
finishing all of their lambs to 18kg and while
they have always had around 80% of their
lambs finished at weaning, it was their
determination to finish the balance in their
summer dry environment that impacted
negatively on the whole farm system.
Jansen calculated that it required 60,660kg
DM to finish all of their lambs to 17.5kgCW
which at a value of 15-18C /kg DM, meant it
was costing $10,918 in feed alone.

“I didn’t expect them to work as well as they
did.”

The lambs were being finished at the expense
of ewe condition and this was reflected
in scanning and lambing results that were
gradually trending downwards

The family are benefiting from their processor
Alliance’s involvement in the Red Meat
Profit Partnership programme, which has
given participating farmers access to a farm
consultant, which in the Hodgen’s case, is
Canterbury-based Jansen Travis.

The change of policy to sell all lambs by the
middle of December – prime or store – has
turned this around. It has allowed limited
summer feed resources to be partitioned into
growing out ewe lambs and maintaining and
lifting ewe body condition.

Jansen’s input has been a game-changer
and rather than make wholesale changes on
the 575ha operation, he has encouraged the
family to simply shift their focus away from
finishing lambs in summer to better feeding
their 3,500 Kelso Romney ewes. The results
have been instant. Within the first year,
scanning percentages had lifted by 24% to
151% (in the middle of a drought) and lambing
percentages and lamb growth rates have also
increased.

As the Hodgens lamb early in August, they
are selling both store lambs and cull ewes on
a stronger, early season market and having
the ability to grow out ewe lambs gives
them the option of mating this class of stock
generating extra income.

More importantly, they are making much
more effective and efficient use of their
feed resources by partitioning it into priority
stock, resulting in improved performance and
significant feed savings.

Ram harness revelation
The use of ram harnesses has also resulted
in some surprising results. They found 93%
of the ewes were mated in their first cycle
and so could be put straight back onto
maintenance feed with a follow-up ram.
“It’s phenomenal how much feed we have
saved for the price of ram harness and
crayon,” says Dan.
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The ewes will remain marked, and at setstocking, will be run in their mating dates. This
means they are not set-stocking earlier than
they need to and management over lambing
is much more targeted.

Under the RMPP programme, the family
carried out whole-farm soil tests, identifying
the nutrient status of the entire farm in onehit, rather than on a paddock by paddock
basis.

Forages

Mike says the results were pleasantly
surprising and resulted in fertiliser savings to
the tune of $20,000, which more than pays
for costs of the tests.

This year they have, for the first time, grown a
5ha crop of fodder beet and this will be used
for wintering ewes for around 70 days from
June 1.
Dan says they have budgeted on growing
a 15t/ha crop and this will enable them to
winter a lot of animals within a small area. This
allows them to save and build pastures for
lambing.
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They are now in the final year of the three
year RMPP programme, but intend continuing
on with their farm advisor and further
refining their farm system to maximise stock
performance and farm profitability.

Charlie and Katie Croft
Our main objective:
To get a greater percentage of lambs off mum
earlier, and away as early store lambs. To
improve the performance of the farm through
improved agronomy.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: North Canterbury
Farm type: Terrace rolling hills
Stock numbers: 2,200 ewes, 500
hoggets and 30 rams

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We are growing lucerne on our farm after
talking with an expert and consultant. We
are pleased so far with the results and are
planning to plant a further 20 hectares this
spring.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We find one-on-ones and small group
discussions most effective. We also like the
podcasts and attending workshops to find out
information.

pilot. We have attended meetings through our
meat processor which discussed marketing
strategy and consumer trends. We both
acknowledged we have a much better
appreciation of the bigger picture and how
our farm fits in.
3. Soil testing
We were particularly pleased with being able
to do soil testing through the pilot. Although
the drought has impeded our fertiliser plans,
we now have the necessary information to
improve our pasture.
Future Plans:

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Independent experts
Being able to consult experts has been
very valuable. The consultant visits our farm
every three months to discuss our farming
operations. Our confidence in decision
making has grown because of these
interactions.

We are going to look at tweaking our stock
policies to make operations more robust for
a dry land system. We are intending to use
the consultant’s expertise to inform decisionmaking around finishing and storing lambs as
well as destocking over the dry time.

2. Industry awareness
We consider we have gained much more
industry awareness from participating in the
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Case Study

Charlie and Katie Croft
Even before Charlie and Katie Croft became
involved in the pilot farm project they were
already looking at ways to change their
system to better cope with drought. The
Croft’s 300 ha farm in Amberley, North
Canterbury was in the middle of a drought
when they came on board with the pilot and
the objective was to create a system that
was more resilient to drought conditions.
The rolling hill country property has 1900
ewes, 477 hoggets and 45 rams and 25 ha of
cropping including maize, oats and barley for
baleage. There is a mixture of soil types on
the property and it is located on a water table
but has no irrigation.
Having access to expert advice through
the pilot project has boosted the Croft’s
confidence to make changes. Their meat
processor, Alliance Group, who set up a
group of farmers to be a part of the pilot,
connected the Crofts with the appropriate
expert advice.
Derrick Moot from Lincoln University visited
and spoke about lucerne, a fertilizer rep
and Wayne Allan, who is a Farm Consultant,
also contributed specialist advice. Wayne
used Farmax to model a range of drought
scenarios which led to a number of changes
to their system. These included further
development of lucerne, sub-clover and red
clover plus a trial of brassicas. A whole farm
soil test determined soil health and a change
to soluble fertilizer was made. They also
reduced ewe numbers and increased the
number of lambs finished in winter.
Being able to utilize a farm consultant
regularly has helped Charlie and Katie build
some resilience and flexibility into their
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business which should help them recover
faster from a drought.
“Wayne gave us confidence in our decisions
more than anything. We are all thinking along
the same lines but he can just provide us with
information that cements the idea… backed
up with his experience with other clients.”
Wayne sees his role as mentoring Charlie and
Katie who he rates as very good farmers and
helping them build more confidence.
“Charlie’s always seeking something that’s
better and sometimes it’s able to happen
and sometimes he’s probably in a good
position where he is, but he’s always seeking
something better which is good.”
Aside from the practical farm support, Charlie
and Katie have felt more connected with other
farmers through the pilot which has helped
them deal with the harsh realities of farming
in a drought. Shona Frengley, who is the
facilitator for Alliance Group has been able to
invite them along to additional events outside
of the pilot group which has been helpful.
“Because they’re on my radar they get
invited to events that I run and they’ve both
turned up at those and found them really
worthwhile.”
Combining expert advice with Farmax
modelling has led to a powerful case for
change giving the Crofts confidence to make
some hard decisions.
“We believe we are in a much better position
than we would have been without the pilot.
Being a part of the pilot and the ongoing
support from Shona and Wayne is really
important and it helps keep us focused on the
longer-term outcomes”

McLauchlan family
Our main objective:
To bring the farm up to speed so it is in good
shape for the next generation to take over,
the strongest focus being on gaining good
advice on the best crops to put in as we
develop the farm further.

Basic Stats
Location: Mid Canterbury
Farm type: 800 ha
Stock numbers: 1800 ewes, 5000
lambs, 1,100 cattle

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We trialled raphno but we found the climate
does not suit it. We were also not happy with
yield from fodder beet and have changed to
swedes this year.
Our succession plan has meant stock
changes on the farm. Our son and daughter
both have their own stock to manage on-farm.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Talking to other farmers in small groups to is
the best way to learn as we will ask critical
questions.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Succession planning
Our main driver for participating in the pilot
was to put in a place a succession plan for the
farm that all the family members were happy
with. We also wanted our son and daughter,
who were keen to farm, to learn from others
aside from ourselves and build up useful
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connections in the farming world. We feel the
pilot has been very effective in helping to fast
track these aims.
2. Access to experts and top performing
farmers
We all meet regularly with our farm advisor,
who we rate very highly. Our children consult
with our farm advisor, often in preference to
us, and we have built up our own relationship
with him which is pleasing to all.
3. Pilot group
Meetings with the pilot group has motivated
us to make changes so we will have a topic to
talk about when they next see us. Being part
of this group also makes the family think more
critically about our farming operations and ask
ourselves probing questions.
Future Plans:
We would like to have the farm mapped, if
finances permit, and to look at our fertiliser use.
We would like to start a new project, perhaps
measuring feed across the whole farm, as our
daughter has already started this on her block.

Case Study

McLauchlan family
When the McLauchlan family bought their Mid
Canterbury farm in 2011 they were starting out
with a clean slate.
There was no stock on the 430ha “Glengyle”
when they purchased it, so the family initially
relied on dairy support and crops to generate
an income while they gradually built up sheep
and beef numbers. They have since leased a
neighbouring 300ha property.
They bought “Glengyle” after selling their
mixed cropping farm in North Canterbury to
dairy interests. Don McLauchlan says they
were keen to move to a sheep and beef area,
and get away from irrigation and the intensive
management it requires.
Jutting up against the Canterbury foothills
near Mt Somers, “Glengyle” sits at between
400m and 480m above sea level. Half the
farm is flat and the balance is rolling downs –
so it is all cultivable but most importantly it is
relatively summer-safe, which was part of the
property’s appeal.
The farm is very much a family business and
was bought with a view to succession. Don
farms alongside his wife Sharon and adult
children Ben and Sarah. Ben specialises in the
sheep while Sarah takes responsibility for the
tractor work and cattle. Both Ben and Sarah
have invested in stock.
“Glengyle” is now running 1500 breeding
ewes, 50 beef cows, 206 R2 beef cattle, 320
autumn-purchased beef calves and 116 Angus
steers for the Five Star feedlot. The family
also grazes 1000 lambs every summer for
ANZCO Foods. Having built stock numbers,
the family is now looking at ways to maximise
production while making best use of their
resources.

Last year they joined ANZCO Foods in
the RMPP programme and, through the
programme, are taking a critical look at
their business to determine where the
opportunities lie to increase production.
Having bought in-lamb Romney ewes from
capital stock sales, the family know they
have sheep with productive potential and
these ewes have not disappointed. Last year
the replacement-breeding ewes weaned
164% and this year scanned 184%. Even their
hoggets scanned a very pleasing 125% this
year.
With fertility inherent in this flock, the
McLauchlans are now determined to allow
the ewes to express their genetic potential
through feeding.
Last year they grew 100ha of cash crops, but
poor returns saw them change focus and
now crops are grown for animal feed and
as break crops, as part of a pasture renewal
programme.
Crops such as Italian ryegrass, grazing maize,
clover and plantain and fodder beet and
kale are now being used for growing out and
wintering stock.
Don says the grazing maize worked well filling
a cattle-feed deficit in autumn and clover and
plantain was ideal for finishing lambs.
As part of the RMPP programme, Don, Sarah
and Ben visited a number of high performing
farms. Having seen how the clover and
plantain mix worked for these farmers gave
the McLauchlans the confidence to try it on
their own farm.
Don says it worked brilliantly for finishing
lambs and growing young stock and they
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will be doubling the area they have in the
specialist forage mix from 20 to 40 ha.
Being part of the RMPP programme has
given Ben and Sarah access to new ideas
and innovations as well as a support network,
including ANZCO staff and farm systems
scientist Tom Fraser.
They have recently carried out
comprehensive whole-farm soil tests which
has given them a picture of the fertility status
of the whole property.
Don says while fertility was better than they
expected and they are carrying out capital
fertiliser applications on smaller areas as they
work through crops and renew pastures.
As part of their focus on growing forages
to drive stock performance, the family is
weighing animals on upgraded scales,
and measuring and recording how they
perform on different feeds. A new electronic
identification wand has also been a useful
tool in recording livestock performance. One
of the trials they have been carrying out is
comparing cattle liveweight gains on fodder
beet and kale crops. This year they have
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20ha in fodder beet and 30ha in kale, and
depending on the outcomes of the trial, they
may increase the area in fodder beet by 10ha.
They also have 40ha in green feed oats and
Italian ryegrass crops which are used for dairy
heifers. These arrive in December as calves
and are carried through until they are at the
point of calving as R2s.
Coming from a cropping background, the
family have a handle on growing crops. They
are now turning their attention to fine-tuning
their livestock management.
Being part of RMPP has allowed the family to
identify and focus on what they are wanting to
achieve within their business.
Don says he has never been part of any
farming group before and is relishing
the opportunity to get new ideas and
management strategies.
“I’m getting a lot out of it already”.
As he points out, with no history on the
property, they are viewing the business as
a clean slate and are looking forward to
working as a family, to realise its potential.

Canterbury Soil Quality Improver
Main objective:
Interested in making tweaks to their system
based on sound advice from technical experts
in order to improve returns in a sustainable
fashion.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Canterbury
Farm type: Rolling to steep
Stock numbers: 2,000 sheep and
around 500 beef cattle

Breeder for sheep and finisher for beef.

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?
They have only made small tweaks to their
farming systems, as the pilot has confirmed
what is already working well for them
although are keen to contact a farm advisor
about soil health.
Most effective learning channel/s:
They like learning in small groups or on a
one-on-one basis.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Confirmation
They only wanted to make small tweaks to
their farming operation and the pilot has
confirmed to them that their current system
is working well. After consideration they feel
that outside factors have more influence on
their farm’s performance, such as high cattle
prices.
The pilot hasn’t led them to make drastic
changes, but at the same time it has made
them feel happy with what they do.

2. Sustainability and time management
They are not a fan of intensification and
the current direction of farming. They want
their farm to continue to be sustainable and
environmentally friendly. Being involved in
the pilot has helped them to fully realise their
own farming direction. They do not want
to over-complicate their lives as they have
two children and want to enjoy their family.
Because of their parents’ careful financial
management of the farm they are not driven
by debt. Therefore, they think carefully before
making any changes to make sure they will fit
with their farming vision.
Future Plans:
They need to be more proactive in the pilot,
especially about soil health, and contact a
farm advisor. They also thought they needed
to look at both their Health and Safety plan
and Environmental plan.

“I need to be more proactive myself
and at least try and make some
contact and go down that road while
I’ve got the opportunity of looking
into soil health and see if that can
have some impact.”
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Gareth and Sarah Isbister
Our main objective:
To tighten up our systems by experimenting
with different cattle breeds and feed, namely
fodder beet, in order to get up to 70% of our
beef hitting the top eating quality grade.

Farm system:
Finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: Rolling
Stock numbers: 900 cattle, 400
dairy heifers grazed, 150 two
year old Hereford bulls, 300 ram
hoggets (short term grazing over
spring)

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
With the help of RMPP we have set up a
business group with some local farmers
involved in the pilot. The group have had our
financial results benchmarked and we take
turns visiting each farm.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Discussions through the business group
which have helped confirm ideas for us.
This validation from the business group has
given us the confidence to go out and make
changes.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Started a business group in the last year
Our meat processor has set up a business
group with farmers in the area involved in
the pilot. This has helped to give us more
direction for our farming practices.
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Future Plans:
We are hoping RMPP will roll out some of
the things that were discussed during the
workshop over the next 12 months. We also
believe it would be good to have another
workshop to discuss what has been done and
develop things further.

Otago Fodder Beet Grower
Main objective:
They want to be able to see what different
pasture options they could be using to fatten
their lambs and how it impacts not only the
growth rates of the lambs but the eating
quality of the meat. Then they can aim to
get as many lambs as possible into the top
percentage in terms of quality.

Basic Stats
Location: North Otago
Farm type: Rolling to steep
Stock numbers: About 3,200
sheep, 310 beef, 460 deer

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?
The main outcome over the past 12 months
has been a move towards more trading
animals to give them more flexibility if the
summer turns dry.
Another positive for the farm business has been
the farmer’s wife completing the Understanding
Your Farming Business course. This has led her
to quit her part-time job in town and work on the
farm full-time. The plan is that she will drive the
business side of the farm which they believe will
lead to significant improvements.

information. Specifically, on the beef side,
they have seen information coming out of the
pilot that gets to the ‘nitty-gritty’ of how to
produce top-grading beef.
There has been a progeny trial that is
running on the beef side. It is looking at the
effectiveness of the breeding values (EBV)
that are used for buying bulls. This trial has
only been running for a short time so far,
but they have found the values to be very
accurate in determining the growth rates of
the progeny. This is valuable information for
them when it comes to making purchasing
decisions. There are farmers out there that
do not believe in those EBVs, so this type of
research is vital to get farmers on board.
2. Discussion groups

Most effective learning channel/s:
Generally interacting with other farmers
through field days and group discussions has
been a positive experience for them.

The discussion groups organised through
the pilot over the past 12 months which have
been useful.
Future Plans:

Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Good information starting to flow back

They are hoping to have a few more
interactions organised among the pilot group,
which have been quiet over the last 12 months.

The most useful thing to come from the pilot
over the past 12 months has been quality
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Central Otago Efficiency Farmer
Main objective:
To find out what approach will provide the
best return per hectare and stock unit. They
are not tied to any particular class of stock or
type of crop, but have an unrelenting focus on
efficiency so any new approach will need to fit
into this style of farming.

Basic Stats
Location: Central Otago
Farm type: Flat 1,300 hectares
Stock numbers: 5,500 sheep and
280 beef cattle

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?
A large increase in bull beef production. In
the past year, they have seen how well they
can winter bull beef on forage crops, so this
year they purchased 300 bull beef.
Most effective learning channel/s:
They visited another bull beef farmer in their
area, who is also a pilot farmer for their meat
processor. During this visit, they discussed
ways to avoid some mistakes, as the farmer
was a couple of years ahead on bull beef
production.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Sowed the seed for change
While these farmers believe they are, and
always have been, motivated farmers, being
part of the pilot programme has encouraged
them to keep an open mind to non-traditional
farming practices. They feel they are keeping
their eyes open for new opportunities and
are not just absorbed in their own operation.
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They also believe that connecting with other
innovative farmers through the pilot means
those opportunities are more likely to be
identified. Overall, they believe they are two
years ahead of where they would have been
if they were not involved in the pilot. This is
mainly due to having the confidence to run
bigger trials with bull beef than they would
have otherwise.
Future Plans:
Over the next 12 months they will continue
to increase bull beef production, both in
numbers and weights achieved. Currently
they do not know how far they can move
towards bull beef production and keep the
farm balanced. November will be unchartered
territory for the farm as they will have
significantly more bull beef on the property
than ever before, which will likely impact how
many lambs they can finish.

Karl and Rowena McDiarmid
Our main objective:
To look at the genetics of the sheep in our
business to see if there are different options
that may allow us to increase the number of
lambs we can get straight off mum and onto the
truck. This is important to us because of the
climate and altitude we farm at in Central Otago.

Basic Stats
Location: Central Otago
Farm type: Flat to rolling
Stock numbers: 5400 ewes, 400
bull calves, 800 R2 bulls

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
To date we are currently changing the
genetics of our maternal breed. A year into it
and we are seeing a healthy improvement in
kgs weaned off mum.
We have increased our knowledge on our
pastoral system. We have identified some
limitations and are now adjusting grazing
systems to better manage risk.
We have increased business knowledge. We
are keeping a close eye on cash flow, and are
making comparisons between budget and
actual, helping to identify lean periods earlier.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Group discussions and field trips with other
farmers. The group is much more open and
honest now that we have got to know each other.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Touched on several new ideas

techno farming. We explored these ideas with
a field trip to Northland to visit some farms
running a techno grazing system. There are
also more ideas in the pipeline that the pilot
will help us explore.
2. Field trips
There have been several field trips during the
pilot to visit other farms and explore various
topics. One trip to the Waitaki Valley was
particularly useful. We visited a salmon farm,
dairy farm, and three sheep and beef farms to
explore our business management processes
and how we relate across different business
types.
Future Plans:
Getting stage 1 of our techno system
operational.
Autumn next year (2019) convert 100ha of dry
land into techno.
Continue to critique our sheep system.
Cement and implement family succession.
Continue to enjoy farming, and remember to
maintain our priorities: family, us, our people,
our animals and then the business.

Through the pilot, we have explored several
possible projects including bull fattening and
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Otago Data Recorder
Main objective:
To continue to tweak their operation based
on independent advice and hopefully find a
cropping solution that will work best in their
environment.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have they achieved?
A continuation of condition scoring and
feeding or drenching based on the results.
Most effective learning channel/s:
They have enjoyed the field trips they have
taken with the group. There have been
plenty of opportunities to discuss ideas with
other farmers, and they have visited high
performing farms.
Key benefits of their involvement:
1. Being a part of a farmer group
Being part of the group has meant they can
bounce ideas around with other farmers. They
have been meeting four times a year, and
have visited all except one farm in the group.
2. Field trips to successful farms and
businesses
They took a lot away from a three-day trip
to the Waitaki Valley. They visited a salmon
farm, a dairy farm, and two sheep farms. They
noted that even the salmon farm faced similar
issues as in their business, particularly around
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Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: Rolling to steep
900 acres of arable and 2,100
hectares of tussock
Stock numbers: 4,500 sheep and
around 200 cattle

the environment and marketing the product.
The dairy farm gave insights into staff and
pasture management. The group travelled
together in a van, so there were opportunities
to discuss in-between the stops.
Future Plans:
The farm will be EID tagging the studs and
possibly all the ewes on the property. They
will continue with their condition scoring to
help lift production and try the ram harness at
tupping time.

David and Ruth O’Neill
Our main objective:
To become more efficient at farming and work
to improve our soils and bank balance.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: 389 hectares of rolling
to steep
Stock numbers: 3000 sheep
(including hoggets) and 100 beef
cattle

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We are trialling lambing hoggets this
year after talking to farmers and a farm
advisor at the National Farmer Workshop in
Christchurch.

2. Christchurch workshop

Most effective learning channel/s:

Future Plans:

We prefer small group discussions to facilitate
learning. Listening to experts in a seminar
setting is also valuable to us.

We are waiting for the results of using the
charolais ram and whether the progeny will
meet expectations. If this happens we might
change our terminal sires to Charolais.

We really enjoyed the networking aspect
of the workshop, especially meeting and
conversing with like-minded farmers.

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Access to farmer advice
Although we had been thinking about
lambing hoggets, talking to other farmers
at the Christchurch workshop gave us the
motivation and confidence to try it this year.
We had the opportunity to discuss our ideas
with a hogget farmer and a farm advisor from
the North Island. These connections we were
able to make through the pilot.
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David and Sarah Smith
Our main objective:
To improve the fertility of the farm through a
deeper understanding of our soils, achieve
a higher lambing percentage and a 19kg
average lamb weight.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: Rolling to steep
Stock numbers: 4,500 sheep and
about 350 beef cattle

Breeder/ Finisher (all lambs) Finisher (bulls).

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
The main outcomes have been increased
stock monitoring with FarmIQ and improved
ewe management with initiatives like
condition scoring.

are unlikely to have met otherwise. We have
been able to call on those experts to visit our
farm.

“I had read about a particular expert
before in research papers, but he
would never have been someone
that I would have felt comfortable
approaching for help until now.”

Most effective learning channel/s:
Independent experts, have been the main
source of advice for us.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Prompting closer analysis of decisions
Being involved in the pilot has prompted us
to analyse our farm systems in more depth.
There has also been the advantage of having
several outside eyes looking at our systems.
The outside eyes see things differently and
have questioned us on our processes, which
helps drive change.
2. Networking with other farmers
Through the pilot, we have got to know other
farmers in our group well. We have also been
introduced to independent experts that we
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Future Plans:
We will be meeting with our facilitators and
consultant to finalise our decisions around
lamb finishing. This will also impact our
forage decisions. We plant a lot of rape now
which takes a large area of land out of action
but that will not be necessary if we are not
finishing lambs.
We are going to have a field day with a
consultant firm to run through all our financial
reports and answer any of our questions.
There is likely to be another field trip to some
high performing farms.
We will have a one-on-one meeting with
our facilitator to discuss our goals and how
to move forwards with us. This will include
our decisions on buying rams and where to
source higher quality ones.

Case Study

David and Sarah Smith
Increasing profitability in the face of tough
market and climatic conditions is no mean
feat, but it is what Otago farmers David and
Sarah Smith have done this year.

This, says David, was because soil fertility
was better than they thought and allowed
them to be more strategic with their fertiliser
applications.

Management changes, made as a result of
their involvement in ANZCO Food’s Red Meat
Profit Partnership programme, has seen the
Smiths save about $57,000 on their fertiliser
programme while increasing the volume and
value of the meat and wool they produce.

One of the most significant changes the
Smiths have made through the RMPP
programme is in their sheep policy. Rather
than breeding replacements, they are buying
in Romdale ewe lambs from three breeders
and are putting all the ewes to a terminal sire.

David and Sarah farm 1450ha of rolling to
steep hill country near Waikouaiti, North of
Dunedin.

This policy resulted in the average kill date
moving forward by one-month last season,
and an increase in the average carcase
weight of 1kg to 18.6kgCW- this is despite
extremely dry conditions.

Running 4200 ewes, 1150 hoggets and 450
beef bulls, the couple could see potential to
increase their productivity and profitability,
so becoming part of the RMPP processor
programme in March of last year, put them on
a path to achieving both of these outcomes.
David explains that while they are part of a
group of five ANZCO suppliers farming in
Otago and Southland, each had identified
areas they wanted to focus on that were
specific to their business.
For the Smiths this was improving soil fertility,
sheep production (lambing percentages and
lambing weights) and lifting bull weights.
Through the RMPP programme, they brought
in advisors with expertise in all of these areas
and they are seeing results already.
David says soil fertility was the first area they
focused on and this meant taking full-farm
soil tests to establish a fertility baseline. They
took 65 samples at a cost of $3000, but
resulting savings in fertiliser costs amounted
to $50,000-$60,000.

David estimates that changing sheep
breed and policy, and associated gains in
performance and wool sales, has added
$60,000 to their bottom line.
This year they used ram harnesses which
identifies early and late lambing ewes. This
will allow feed resources to used more
efficiently and effectively.
The third area the Smiths have been focusing
on is their bull beef. Sourced through ANZCO,
the couple buy 450 Friesian bulls every year
weighing 350kg - 400kg liveweight.
David believes that fine-tuning their feed
management will allow them to put an extra
30kg on each animal, at a value of around
$150. To do this they are using electronic
identification tags to record weights of
animals at regular weigh-ins. This will give
David and Sarah an indication of which crops
and forages are giving them the greatest
weight gain at different times of the year.
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For David, being part of the RMPP programme
has been a positive experience.
“At this stage it’s been very beneficial. It has
opened my mind to lot of different things and
there is a lot more to come out of it yet.”
One of the highlights of the programme has
been the opportunity to visit top-performing
sheep and beef farmers in North Canterbury.
Seeing how these farmers operate, especially
in drought, was motivational and has given
the Smiths further impetus to carry-on fine
tuning their operation.
To see more from David and Sarah, head
to www.rmpp.co.nz/page/extension for a
short video on their experience in the pilot
programme.
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Otago EID Tagger
Main objective:
To get back involved in more weighing of
lambs and condition scores for the ewes
which will be a lot more valuable with the EID
tags that will make tracking all the information
a lot better.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: Flat to rolling
Stock numbers: About 4,530
sheep, 140 beef, and 560 grazing
cattle

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:

2. Lamb eating quality results

Increased farm monitoring with FarmIQ and
starting to build a scanning history of ewe
flock through EID tags.

The results of the lamb eating quality test
showed there was nothing the farmers could
do to impact the eating quality of lamb. This
was a bit disappointing but it was still seen as
a result for the project.

Most effective learning channel/s:

Future Plans:

Talking with other farmers and learning how
they overcame challenges on FarmIQ in a
practical way.

They think the pilot programme will be
winding down over the next 12 months. It has
been worthwhile to be a part of and has led to
some beneficial changes.

What have we achieved?

Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Learning the benefits of FarmIQ
The work they have done through the pilot to
learn the FarmIQ system has been effective.
There have been workshops and field trips
which have provided useful information.
FarmIQ is continually updating its service, so
attending the workshops keeps them on top
of all those changes. Also, talking with other
farmers at the workshops means they can get
more hands-on explanations of how to solve
issues they are facing with the system.
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Otago Data Recorder
Main objective:
The farm’s main objective is to make sense
of all the recording that they have been
doing in the past. They have been doing
all the necessary recording on farm that
will be required for the pilot but have been
unable to make it useful to their operation.
With the pilot and the more detailed lamb
by lamb kill data they will be able to tie the
on farm recording with the outcomes at the
meat processors to help drive improved
productivity.

Farm system:
Finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Continued use of FarmIQ which has improved
information accuracy and timeliness.
Most effective learning channel/s:
The facilitator has provided some useful
information on how to get the best out of their
FarmIQ system.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. It has proven anecdotal ideas
The farm was a part of the lamb eating quality
trial which has proven that generally all lamb
is good. They believed this would be the case
but to have the science to back it up makes
them more confident with their decisions. By
having a guarantee that all lambs are good,
they do not need to worry about sourcing
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Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: Flat to rolling
Stock numbers: About 5,000
lambs, 200 beef, and 1,100 dairy
heifers

certain breeds or lambs with desired traits.
The farm runs a large trading operation,
so anything that makes their procurement
simpler is worthwhile.
2. Ongoing benefits of FarmIQ
The main motivation for entering the pilot
was to get started with the FarmIQ system.
This has improved the farm’s operational
reporting significantly. Information is now
only inputted once, making the whole
process more efficient. Previously there was
double handling with managers on-farm
recording on paper, then admin staff inputting
electronically.
Future Plans:
They hope that in the next 12 months their
meat processor will continue heading towards
the electronic ASD procedures and combining
the animal health audits across the meat
companies.
With the FarmIQ system they will continue
working on the multi-farm reporting to improve
that process. Currently they can only combine
the results of all the farms in some areas, they
want to be able to do this in all areas.

Otago Cattle Tester
Main objective:
They want to learn how to produce better
grading cattle beef through increased
feedback from their meat processor which will
tell them the areas where they are missing
the top grade and the areas where they are
hitting it. They will be able to run different
tests and trials throughout the pilot to try and
improve the areas they are deficient in.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?

Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: Hill country through
to flats
Stock numbers: About 13,000
sheep, 700 cattle, and 450 dairy
grazers

2. Motivation to improve monitoring
Being involved in the pilot and attending
workshops on the FarmIQ programme have
helped to motivate them to improve the
monitoring on farm.

Increased monitoring using the FarmIQ
system.

Future Plans:

Most effective learning channel/s:

Over the next 12 months, they will look to
improve their monitoring further with FarmIQ.
They also hope there will be more meetings
with the business group.

Talking with other farmers and seeing how
they operate through farm visits and group
discussions.
Benefits from our involvement:
1. Networking opportunities
Through the workshops and group meetings
they have connected with high quality
operators. These types of events were
the main motivation to get involved in the
programme.
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Richard Plunket
Our main objective:
Comparing the growth rates for yearling bulls
on the fodder beet crop versus grass.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Otago
Farm type: Rolling to steep
Stock numbers: 377 beef, 160
dairy grazers

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
All bulls are now running on fodder beet, with
four mobs separated into different weight
ranges. This has meant the smaller bulls are
doing better as they are not grouped with
bigger bulls who pick on them.
Currently in the final stages of installing a
cell farming system integrated with fixed grid
irrigation.
Most effective learning channel/s:
We went on a field trip to the North Island
to visit farms running the cell system. This
proved to be very effective as we felt that
reading about ideas in articles does not give
the same level of insight as talking with the
farmers themselves.
Benefits from our involvement:
1. Provided inspiration and support
The pilot has helped to provide inspiration
and support for making significant farm
system changes, particularly with adopting
a cell farming system. The idea had been
floated before but by being involved in the
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pilot we could learn more about the system
and connect with other farmers running the
system.
Future Plans:
The immediate goals for the farm are to get
the cell irrigation system up and running. We
will have instant feedback on the increased
efficiencies of the system. However, we noted
that getting to know the moisture sensing
system and using it to get the best out of our
pasture growth will take time.

Matt and Natalie McRae
Our main objective:
The main goal is to investigate and identify
what is causing pre-weaning lamb growth
rate issues. We will be experimenting with
different pasture covers at lambing to see
the results. There is interest in pushing the
boundaries on the family farm that is yet to
perform to its potential.

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Rolling some flat
contour
Stock numbers: About 5,300
sheep, 230 grazing dairy heifers

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?

it by ourselves. We would have got there
eventually as we had already started the
process.
2. Top performing farmers

We are now measuring pasture growth more
frequently and using the data to analyse and
predict future feed availability for ewes.

Our meat processor organised a trip for the
discussion group to visit several farms. Being
exposed to these top performing farmers
has been, in our view, very beneficial. It has
given us the opportunity to view different
farming processes in action and see how top
performing farmers operate on-farm.

Most effective learning channel/s:

Future Plans

We view discussion groups as the most
effective way for us to learn. This channel
gives us the opportunity to talk and learn from
like-minded, hard-working farmers.

We are focusing on implementing what
we have learned over the last two years to
improve the condition score of the ewes and
narrow the score range.

Key benefits of our involvement:

We are hoping our meat processor will have
some ideas for new topics for the next group
meetings and farm visits.

We are continuing to score our sheep,
although we did not improve this year as
much as we had hoped.

1. Sped up the learning process
Being involved in the pilot has given us
access to knowledge and funding. This
has helped us to implement changes
on-farm faster than if we had been doing
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Case Study

Young Guns
For Matt and Joe McRae, getting their ewes
to perform at a consistently high level is their
number one goal.
The young Southland brothers- who farm their
575-hectare effective rolling hill country farm
“Eilean Donan” in partnership, are aiming to
have their ewes lambing over 150% yearafter-year and more importantly, grow those
lambs to maximise their kilogram of product
produced per hectare.
“The lambing percentage is only one part of
it, it’s the product out the gate that pays the
bills”, says Matt.
The brothers took over management of their
family farm in the Mokoreta Valley, near
Wyndham, four years ago and have been
part of Alliance’s Red Meat Profit Partnership
(RMPP) programme for just over two years.
Matt says being part of the programme has
given them the opportunity to network and
learn from other farmers within their region.
Most importantly, it has helped them identify
the factors that were limiting their ewes’
performance and make changes that have
driven their business forward.
Ultimately, Matt and Joe are aiming to lift farm
productivity by realising the genetic potential
of their 4150 Romney Texel ewes.
“We had always been lambing in the mid
140 per cent, and some years were better or
worse than others. But what we wanted was
to be consistently lambing over 150 per cent.
We knew that the ewes could do it, but it was
the consistency that eluded us,” says Matt.
Prior to joining the RMPP programme, the
pair had starting using local farm consultant
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Deane Carson, and continued to work with
him throughout the programme.
One of the main focuses was lifting the
average body condition score (BCS) of
their ewes from an average of 2.5 to 3 and
maintaining it there throughout the year.
To determine the importance of ewe
condition, they ran an on-farm trial to tease
out whether pasture covers or ewe body
condition had the greatest impact on driving
the kilograms of lamb weaned.
Matt says 300 twin bearing ewes, half with a
BCS of 2.5 and the other half with a BCS of 3,
were set-stocked on different pasture covers
of 1200kg DM/ha and 1600kg DM/ha.
The BCS 3 ewes grazing the lower pasture
covers weaned more kilograms of lamb
than the lighter ewes grazing higher pasture
covers – 548kg/ha compared to 494kg/ha.
“The BCS 3 ewes surprised us the most by
weaning 10% more lambs than the other mob”
says Matt.
The McRaes have since focused on ewe
condition, and last year they achieved 150
percent lambing across everything. Their main
mob lambed a record-breaking 155 per cent.
To achieve these results, the brothers put
their hands on every ewe in January to give
each animal a BCS.
“It sounds like a big job, but when you see the
results it is worth the effort,” says Matt.
Anything not close to a BCS 3 is taken out and
preferentially fed quality pasture, rather than
being made to clean up paddocks, as is the
case with the ewes on maintenance rations.

To ensure they have feed available for their
breeding stock, the pair monitor autumn
pasture covers and are prepared to sell their
lambs at slightly lighter weights than in the
past, focusing on total production rather than
averages. Although, they are still killing out at
a respectable average of 18.0kgCW.
It is a step-change in the productivity of their
1180 hoggets on the back of RMPP-driven
management changes that has surprised Matt
the most.
Through small changes to management and
increasing the number of rams they ran with
these ewe lambs at mating, the hoggets
lambed 95 per cent (to the ram), up 20 per
cent on the previous year.
Measuring is now a critical part of Matt and
Joe’s farm management. Where they used to
assess livestock condition and dry matter by
eye, they are now also putting their hands on
their ewes to measure body condition and
having pasture covers measured at important
times of the year.
Matt says they get a professional in to measure
the pasture covers and give them a snapshot
of where the farm is at with regard to feed. This
information is used to formulate feed budgets
and underpin management decisions.

“If we have the numbers, we can more
confidently make decisions. We still use our
eye a lot for day to day management, but
measuring has given us some confidence
without having years of experience to call on.”
Feed budgets help maintain ewe body
condition as Matt and Joe know exactly what
the ewes are being offered and how much
they are eating.
Winter feed crops, namely swedes and fodder
beet, take up eight per cent of the farm area.
Matt says they have only been growing
fodder beet for two years, but both sheep and
cattle (230 dairy heifers and 50 beef cross
steers) seem to love it and do really well on it.
The sheep, in particular, seem very content on
the crop and Matt would like to grow more if
they can ensure they can see a return on their
investment.
The third McRae brother Tim runs an adjacent
dairy farm and there is a degree of integration
between the two enterprises, with Matt and
Joe providing dairy support and growing 120t
of whole crop cereal silage for the dairy unit.
Matt says that by working together, with their
partners in a diversified farm business, they
have helped each other get ahead.
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Nathan and Marilyn Parris
Our main objective:
To improve lamb production in terms of
kilograms per hectare.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Mostly flat
Stock numbers: 3850 ewes, 930
hoggets, 130 R2 beef cattle, 100
dairy beef calves

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
In the first and second year of the pilot we
increased meat per hectare by 9%. The third
year was more difficult weather wise, and
we expected our performance to drop off
as a result. Instead we managed to maintain
the record 9% more meat per hectare, even
though it was a tough year.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Independent experts who can troubleshoot
your operation and help you to explore the
full potential of your farm.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Having our farm performance data analysed
Through the pilot we were connected with a
farm advisor who conducted an independent
assessment of our farm performance based
on lamb meat per hectare. This was possible
as the advisor worked in collaboration with
our meat processor who provided the data
and the advisor analysed it. This produced a
benchmark and has given us a starting point
to track our performance against. This has
motivated us to try new practices, as now we
have robust data to track our performance.
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2. Motivation of belonging to a group of
other like-minded farmers
It was easy to get caught up in the “grind of
farming”. However, meeting up with other
farmers via the pilot, and seeing them pushing
their systems and trying to improve, was a
strong motivation for us to do the same. We
both feel that there was a sense of being held
to account by the group. If a group meeting
was coming up we wanted to show some
changes or improvements.
3. Connecting with top-performing farmers
Part of our meat processor model was to
have top performing farmers attend the
group meetings and talk about what worked
in our own operations. This has been central
to giving both of us the confidence to think
about how we could tweak our own system.
Future Plans:
We would like to increase our meat per
hectare by another 5%. We are now
more interested in exploring the use of
new technology in our business, such as
EID, to help monitor and measure animal
performance.

Case Study

Nathan and Marilyn Parris
Nathan and Marilyn Parris are ‘in clover’ for
the first time, their lamb weights and ewe
body condition scores have lifted and they’ve
made a lot more baleage.

Texel cross, as they had found the straight
Coopworth required too much feeding and
they knew a Texel cross would increase lamb
carcase yields.

The couple are part of the Red Meat Profit
Partnership pilot farm programme with
Alliance Group, which is helping them to
improve pasture quality and lamb production
on their Tuatapere farm in Southland.

Through an analysis of their kill sheets for
2014, good opportunities were identified to
improve lamb growth, both pre and postweaning, enabling them bring their lamb kill
forward so they could finish all their lambs.

As the major prong of their pilot farm project,
they were keen to learn from high performing
farmers and Alliance Group suggested
Peter Horrell, from a neighbouring farm, as
a mentor. Nathan wanted high performing
farmer, now farm adviser Keith Milne involved
and the first visit was made to the Parris’ farm
in July 2015.

Improving pasture quality was identified as
the first step. A lack of clover growth was
a problem and an advisor’s observation
followed by herbage testing identified a
significant molybdenum deficiency – so
Nathan took steps to address that. The
couple already knew, from previous Optigrow
tests, that the farm was deficient in cobalt but
hadn’t had much success with repeated use
of injectable Vitamin B12. Peter suggested a
combination of dusting and spraying cobalt
sulphate on pastures instead. Initial testing
this year has shown cobalt levels in stock are
in the optimum range and spraying costs are
less than injections.

Nathan is off a North Auckland sheep, cattle
and deer farm. After university, he worked
in the dairy industry for four years followed
by 18 months on a mixed cropping farm.
Over this time, Marilyn worked as an animal
nutrition technician for PGG Wrightson. They
then travelled briefly before returning to run
Marilyn’s parents’ 450-hectare block of Waiau
River flats and terraces north of Tuatapere for
six years. The land is free draining, although
it dries off quickly in dry spells, and all sheep
are grass wintered.
They have been working to upgrade pastures
and fences to gradually increase stock and
this season are carrying around 3,700 ewes,
940 hoggets, 130 R2 beef cattle heifers and
200 calves.
Improving lamb growth was a priority.
Four years ago, they made a switch from a
Coopworth flock to a composite Coopworth-

Peter and Keith also worked with Nathan
and Marilyn to set up several paddocks
specifically to finish lambs, post-weaning.
Strategic use of cattle, topping and increasing
stocking rates on these preselected paddocks
during November kept the grass level down
to lessen the competition for light and space,
thus encouraging clover growth.
GrassCo has been measuring pasture covers
every two weeks during the growing season.
Pasture cover information is emailed to
Nathan and copied to Peter and Keith who
can then make suggestions if they think any
tweaks to the system might be needed.
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This will also provide vital data on growth
patterns to use for reference purposes in the
future.
Twelve months into the programme and
Nathan and Marilyn are really seeing results.
The overall kg of lamb killed per hectare is
ahead by nine percent, with all lambs finished
on farm.
Their average kill date was at least a month
earlier than in 2014-2015 with a higher
average carcase weight. At scanning, the farm
had a pasture cover of 2200kg DM/ha and
ewes were one body condition score higher
than the previous year.
Two tooths and light ewes scanned 20% and
13% higher respectively than in 2015 and they
have sold 600 bales of baleage and have 300
bales on hand - equivalent to 198t DM.
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Nathan says the mentors’ knowledge and
familiarity with local conditions has been
key to the improvements they have made
on farm, providing a fresh perspective. Their
aim now is to continue improvements and lift
performance year on year.

Tom and Nicola Wylie
Our main objective:
To get the best advice on different cropping
options for lamb finishing, to conduct some
experiments, measure the results of the
different options in dollar terms, and end up
with a clear idea of which options are the best
for improving our farm’s profitability.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Gentle rolling
Stock numbers: 3000 ewes,
2500 trading lambs, 600 hinds,
110 velveting stags, 250 beef
calves, 500 dairy grazing cows

Breeder/ finisher.
2. Funding made available

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Being prompted to focus on the basics. The
pilot has provided the extra certainty that
these basics were the right tasks to focus on
and has therefore increased our motivation to
put in extra effort.
Given the farm has almost doubled in size
since we joined the pilot, it is difficult to
measure outcomes.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Visiting farms and seeing first hand what top
farmers are doing so that we can make their
our own assessments of its application to the
home farm.

Without funding to help take some of our
ideas into action, it would have taken longer
for us to implement some of the changes
we’ve made.
3. Having a reasonably small group
In a smaller group of like-minded farmers it
was easier to ask questions as we were all on
a level-playing field. There tended to be less
show boating and more honest discussion.
4. Enjoyed working with our meat processor
Our meat processor was very approachable,
and we liked that she left it up to the group
participants to drive what we were going to do.
Future Plans:

1. Farmer-led

We are at the stage now where we want to
learn less about basic farm practices and more
about developing strategic business planning
skills. Rabobank ran courses on this topic and
we are hoping to attend one of those.

We liked how the pilot had been farmerdriven. We had been asked to throw our
ideas into the mix and Alliance helped with
suggesting who we felt would be best to
support us to turn our ideas into a practice.

It would be nice to hear more detail about
what other farmers had implemented on their
properties, as this would give us some ideas
to think about for our own operation going
forward for the remainder of the pilot.

Key benefits of our involvement:
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Andrea and Chris Bulleid
Our main objective:
To identify areas that will optimise the growth
of lambs through to weaning.

Farm system:
Breeder/ finisher.

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Rolling to steep
Stock numbers: About 5,000
sheep, 75 cattle, 350 dairy
grazing

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
•

More accurate measurement of feed and
more measured approach to how much
feed we provide our animals.

•

Condition scoring and preferential
feeding.

•

Putting in a water system: previously we
relied solely on natural water.

Most effective learning channel/s:
•

Independent advisors can show
practically how to implement a practice.
We then provide ongoing support to
give farmers the confidence we are
heading in the right direction with the
new practice.

•

Being able to mix with other top
performing farmers who are strongly
motivated to change and improve our
performance.
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Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Motivation
The main reason we had found the pilot
effective was that it had motivated us to try
some new ideas and progress our business
further. We both agreed connecting with other
farmers and industry experts had exposed us
to new ways of operating.
With both of us involved in the pilot meetings
we were working more together, challenging
each other and having discussions to work
through farming issues and solutions. We
were enjoying talking more about our farming
operation and holding each other to account
for our farm management decisions.
Future Plans:
Over the next 12 months, we were hoping to
get some benchmarking done and be able
to look at this online so we could compare
with similar farms. Once this was done we
would like to use this information to drill down
deeper to identify further areas for improving
our farm’s performance.

Case Study

Keeping Score - Glengordon Farm
Chris and Andrea Bulleid make a formidable
farm management team.
Through simple management changes,
the productivity of the Southland couple’s
Romney ewe flock has leapt ahead over the
past four years.
It was their decision to join Alliance’s Red
Meat Profit Partnership (RMPP) programme
two years ago that motivated them to move
faster in the direction they were already
heading with farm consultant Deane Carson.
They also credit a two-day RMPP conference
earlier this year for spurring them on even
further.
“We came back absolutely fizzing, it
motivated us and gave us confidence about
the future of our industry and how we can be
part of the solution,” says Chris.
Confidence gained by the farm’s lift in sheep
productivity prompted the decision by the
couple to reduce their reliance on dairy
support and focus instead on their own capital
stock comprising 4100 ewes, 1200 hoggets
and 36 beef-cross breeding cows.
Chris says he had always heard the adage
that it’s 90 per cent feeding and 10 per
cent breeding and the past few years has
convinced him that this is indeed the case.
The couple, who farm 832ha of mixed terrain
just outside Lumsden, has implemented a
policy of body condition scoring and strategic
feeding their ewes.
Combined with small changes such as
changing the lambing and weaning dates, this
has seen their lambing percentage lift from

120% to 146% in just four seasons.
Andrea says they are now focusing on
the bottom 25% of their ewe flock and
by identifying and strategically managing
these ewes, they have significantly lifted the
performance of the whole flock.
“We used to look at the whole flock and think
that they look pretty good, but you really can’t
tell without putting your hand on their back
and physically touching the sheep.”
Andrea and Chris body condition score all
of their 4100 ewes in late February and this
gives them sufficient time to lift the body
condition of lighter ewes before the rams go
out in April. These ewes are given the best
quality grass in what is a simple grass and
winter feed-crop system.
The couple budget on a 100-day winter where
they will have little or no pasture growth, so
the ewes are run onto feed crops in mid-July
and stay on them until early September. This
allows autumn-saved pasture to be carried
over to ensure the ewes are lambing onto
good pasture covers in September.
“If we have a good August, the grass can
come away early, but we can have a 100-day
winter,” says Chris.
In line with the lift in ewe fertility, Chris and
Andrea began scanning their ewes three
years ago. Last year, they just identified
twins and singles, this year they identified
triplets as well. Again, this allows for the
strategic management of ewes based on
their nutritional requirements and the tripletbearing ewes – 130 sets this year – are pulled
off the feed crop and wintered on grass.
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This year they have brought the lambing
date forward by one week and they are now
weaning earlier, in mid-December rather than
in the New Year.

taking over they upgraded much of the
infrastructure and to help finance this, they
grazed 400 dairy cows and 150 dairy heifers
on a May to May contract.

Andrea says the lambs always started going
backwards over the Christmas period as grass
quality began to decline. Schedule prices
also began to fall over this time and it was
something of a downward spiral.

Now, having lifted the productivity of their
ewes, they are removing dairy support from
their system and are partitioning this feed and
labour into ewes, hoggets and a re-introduced
breeding cow herd and their progeny.

While the number of lambs they are selling
prime at the weaning draft has increased from
250 eight years ago to 1000 last year, they
are also committed to selling a proportion of
their lambs as store.

Next year, the Bulleids will be mating their
hoggets for the first time and will be aiming to
have them going to the ram at 48-50kg. This
year their hoggets (weighing an average 44kg
in March) were awarded third place in the
ewe hogget competition and this confirmed
to them that they do have the genetics, feed
and management in place to grow their ewe
lambs out to mating weights.

Chris says the farm’s shallow soils can dry out
very quickly in summer, so selling lambs store
frees up available feed for getting condition
back on ewes. If feed is plentiful over summer,
they have options of buying in trading stock
or conserve surpluses.
After weaning, the ewes are run onto the
steeper hill country. In another management
change, the couple is separating the two and
four-tooth ewes out and running these sheep
in a separate mob.
Through body condition scoring, Andrea and
Chris have found that these sheep tend to
be the lighter ones, so separating them out
gives them the opportunity to recover body
condition without mob pressure.
The couple has been farming what was
Andrea’s family farm for eight years. Since
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Chris says they feed their replacement ewe
lambs as well as they feed their finishing
lambs now they just need to see a return on
this feed by making these sheep productive.
Having made such big productivity gains in
the past four years, they are keen to share
their experiences with other farmers. They
would like to see a benchmarking database
made available so farmers can compare their
farm performance with others on similar landtypes.
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Mark and Leanne Heaps
Our main objective:
To lift production and increase profitability
by bringing our average kill date forward,
finishing 100% of our stock, and increasing
our lambing percentage.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Rolling with gullies
Stock numbers: 7500 sheep and
20 beef cattle

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
We have been collecting data on our sheep
and have improved our scanning rate this
year again to 190.1% up from 183.3% last year.
We are also doing more benchmarking since
being on the pilot, and see it as an important
aspect of our business.
Most effective learning channel/s:
I (Mark) prefer small groups for my learning
environment, while Leanne likes conferences
for networking and for the knowledge she
gains from the seminars.
We both enjoy conversing with experts
and we also find successful farmer sharing
experiences to be effective.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Motivation
The pilot had been very effective at keeping
us engaged and on track. Regular group
meetings have not only maintained the
momentum, but each meeting has had
something to offer us. We enjoyed the expert
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speakers and have gained nuggets of useful
information from each one. The pilot has
enabled us to see what other farmers, both
within our group and outside, are doing and
what might work on our farm. Furthermore,
in a group such as this we felt obliged to do
something to match everyone else and this
was a major motivator.
2. Consolidation
Both of us considered that this year was one
of consolidating changes and making tweaks
where necessary. As we had not made any
major changes we felt that the pilot this year
warranted being ‘effective’ rather than ‘very
effective’.
Future Plans:
We are expecting to continue consolidating
what we are doing through the pilot, by trying
to maintain or increase our scanning rate. We
are also expecting to be able to make use of
our extra 70 hectares next year.

Dougal and Natalie Cameron
Our main objective:
To improve the performance of our lambs
and fix the soil fertility on the new block we
purchased a few years ago.

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Rolling to flat

Farm system:

Stock numbers: 2,700 sheep, 225
cattle

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
Change of stocking policy from running dairy
grazers to owning all our own stock.
Increased stocking rate and strong sense the
farm is performing much better, but is yet to
manage financial outcomes to know for sure.
Most effective learning channel/s:
Independent experts, mixed with talking to
other farmers and visiting other farms to view
operations of top-performing farmers.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. The introduction of new independent
advice
Via the pilot we have been given the
opportunity to draw on a wider pool of
expertise, as opposed to previously gaining
most of our advice from sales representatives.
Being able to use an agronomist, soil scientist
and a few veterinarians for independent
advice, has provided us with clear advice and
the confidence to apply that advice.
2. Increased accountability
Being part of a group made us feel more
accountable to undertake the actions in our
plan that we had discussed with the group.
“If you say you will do something, you know

the group will come back to you next time
we meet and ask if you have completed the
things you talked about. Also having our meat
processor as facilitators, you know they will
be asking questions about what’s been done,
whenever they have conversations with us.”.
3.Accessibility of outside knowledge
A significant advantage of the pilot was
having easy access to a wide range of
information sources. Our meat processor
had lots of connections into the wider meat
industry. Furthermore, our meat processor
recommended the best experts, which gave
us confidence that the advice we were
receiving in the pilot could be trusted.
Future Plans:
We have ongoing work started to improve
farm soils and will be continuing to tweak
our stock policy to find the right mix for our
property.
We are aiming to continue to fine tune the
sheep side of the business with a particular
focus on condition scoring and lamb growth.
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Southland Hogget Mater
Main objective:
To improve the overall performance of lambs
by getting them away earlier and at higher
average weights.

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Rolling to flat

Farm system:

Stock numbers: 3,800 sheep,
380 deer and around 50 cattle

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?

3. Extra hay

The farm produced 500 live lambs from just
under 500 hoggets and a scanning rate of
100%.

They have produced an extra 700 bales of
hay this year which is a bonus outcome.

Most effective learning channel/s:
Small groups are the best way to learn as it is
easier for him to concentrate on what is being
said.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Data based decision making
The data they have collected through the pilot
provided the evidence to show the changes
they have made are working and increasing
production. Data analysis informed the
decision to finish all lambs on the crop rather
than grass.
2. Improvement in stock condition
The stock are in much better condition
because of feeding them the extra silage.
They are also yielding better off the crops
than off the grass.
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Future Plans:
Looking at changing the sheep breed,
although they’re not sure what is going to
happen in terms of the takeover.

Barry and Julie Crawford
Our main objective:
We wanted to identify how different forages
used for lamb finishing may affect the overall
quality of meat produced, including taste and
tenderness.

Farm system:

Basic Stats
Location: Southland
Farm type: Flat to rolling
Stock numbers: About 4150
breeding ewes

Breeder/ finisher.

Two Year Review:
What have we achieved?
The farm team have been consolidating the
changes implemented last year and have
achieved a 19-19.5kg average lamb weight.
Most lambs are consistently hitting this weight
band.
Most effective learning channel/s:
The farm team enjoyed attending field days
that are relevant to our farm as we usually
learn a useful piece of information to bring
home.
Key benefits of our involvement:
1. Confirmation of status quo
The results have confirmed to the farm
team that there is no need to change any
of our current practices. It is at the meat
plant where processes such as ageing the
meat are making the difference to taste.
However, this farm team thought the results
were interesting, although we are not wholly
convinced there is no difference in taste with
ram lambs.

2. FarmIQ field day
We are at a different level to the other farmers
as we were a FarmIQ demonstration farm
as well as being in the pilot. We enjoyed
having the opportunity to host a field day
in conjunction with FarmIQ at our farm in
February for other pilot farmers. The day
provided some hands-on experience and the
chance to share knowledge.
Future Plans:
We are waiting to see what will happen next
with the pilot. Our meat processor’s taste
testing project was the original pilot objective
and we are not sure what the goal is now
after the taste testing results did not provide
any reasons to change current farming
practices.
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Awhina Group
In 2015 the Awhina Group was offered
the opportunity for a subset of the group
members to participate in the RMPP Pilot Farm
Extension project. The RMPP group consists
of six Central North Island Maori incorporation
sheep and beef farms where stock numbers
range from 9000 to 35,000 SU wintered.
One of the challenges faced by Maori Trust
farms is complex ownership and the resulting
need for timely and useful information to be
available to all levels of the organisation that
can facilitate good decision making. It was
decided that the key focus for this group within
RMPP would be to develop systems and tools

by which farm staff can be better connected to
their Boards (and vice versa) to enable more
effective communication of key information
to allow good operational understanding and
decision making. The intention was that this
would be useful for not only Maori Trust farms,
but also any farm business where decision
making involves more than one person such
as corporate or family owned farms. Key areas
the group are looking at are measurement
and information protocols, to develop a
benchmarking process of key seasonal
indicators that will help inform decision making.

Key Focus Areas within the group
Members of the group have found they have
a lot of opportunities in common but how
they address them varies based on the stage
of development, challenges and resources
available to each property. Some of the
opportunities being addressed include:
•

Making use of EID to track ewe
replacements through their lifetime
and assess early indicators of lifetime
performance.

•

Adoption of hands-on body condition
scoring of ewes at strategic times of year.

•

Changing ewe mating date to better
match spring pasture growth.

•

Identifying the opportunity for improving
lamb survival and pre-weaning growth
rate through moving mating date back to
better feed ewes in late pregnancy.
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•

Review of stock policies to optimise feed
utilisation on farm

•

Review of breeds and genetics for both
cattle and sheep

•

The open sharing of production and
financial benchmarking data within the
group to help identify opportunities to
improve performance outcomes.

•

The introduction of operational resources
(animal handling systems) and information
tools (Farm IQ) that gather accurate
data and store and analyse information
to assist on-farm decision making and
reporting.

One of the key outcomes to date is the
development of a network of support for
group members that the group would like to
extend to other Maori incorporations.

Case Study

Awhina Group – Pukepoto Farm Trust
Early in 2015 the Awhina Group was offered
the opportunity for a subset of the group
members to participate in the RMPP pilot farm
extension project. The RMPP group consists
of six central north island Maori incorporation
sheep and beef farms where stock numbers
range from 9000 to 35,000 su wintered.
The aim of the pilot farm extension project is
to look at different approaches to extension
and work out a system that would best
support sheep and beef farmers to increase
profitability. This has included 75 individual
farmers nationwide alongside those members
from the Awhina Group.
RMPP partner, Alliance Group have managed
this group. The main objective has been to
develop processes and tools by which farms
can connect to their Boards to enable better
dialogue, understanding and decision-making.
Another key objective is group support to
lift the performance of each member of the
group.
Important components for the group to
look at has been the completion of a
benchmarking process as well as looking at
measurement and information protocols. All
six farms have shared their results within the
group which has been a chance to see where
members rank in production and profitability.
Workshops involving all levels associated
with the farms have also occurred. These
workshops were facilitated by a farm systems

consultant. Connections and discussions
across all levels of those involved with each
property are developing as is a network
across the farms for all staff.
One of the six farms involved in the group
is Pukepoto Farm Trust which was named
one of the finalists in the 2017 Ahuwhenua
Sheep & Beef Awards. The Ahuwhenua Maori
Excellence in Farming Award acknowledges
and celebrates business excellence in the
pastoral sector. The competition is held
annually, alternating each year between dairy
and sheep & beef.
Pukepoto Farm Trust is a 1400ha property
located at Ongarue, 30 minutes north of
Taumaraunui. It winters 6000 Romney ewes
and around 300 mainly Angus cattle. A field
day was held at Pukepoto in May 2017, and
included presentations of the overall business
and in the field discussions about current onfarm management.
Pukepoto Farm Board Chair, Aloma Shearer
said “To be involved in the Ahuwhenua
Trophy competition was an absolute honour,
not only for us as Trustees but also for our
whanau. It is the highest accolade you
can receive as a Maori farming business
and is recognition of the fact that we are
achieving above average results for our
farming business whilst taking care of our
environment and social commitments.”
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Awhina Group – Pukepoto Farm Trust
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Farms

Pukepoto Farm Trust
Ahuwhenua Sheep & Beef Farmer of the Year Finalist 2017
Basic Stats
Location: King Country
Farm type: Hill country sheep and beef farm
Stock numbers: Ewes 6200, hoggets 1400. In-calf beef cows and heifers 400, 100
R 1yr steers and heifers, R 2yr steers

Te Pa Station
Basic Stats
Location: Ruapehu District
Farm type: Flat to steep hill country. 4021ha effective out of 6100ha
Stock numbers: 20,000 ewes, 5,000 hoggets, 1100 in-calf cows and heifers, 1400
other cattle
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Wharenui Station
Basic Stats
Location: Bay of Plenty
Farm type: 1088 effective ha, mixed cultivatable and steep hill
Stock numbers: 4100 ewes, 1400 hoggets, 670 r2 bulls

Tarawera Station
Basic Stats
Location: Hawke’s Bay
Farm type: Predominantly medium to steep hill country, effective area 2865 ha
Stock numbers: 16,000 breeding ewes, 4,500 ewe hoggets, 1,100 Breeding
cows, 600 R 1yr and R 2yr heifers

Tautara Matawhaura Farm Trust
Basic Stats
Location: Bay of Plenty
Farm type: Hill country sheep, beef and dairy heifer grazing farm, 1550
effective ha
Stock numbers: 4200 ewes, 950 hoggets, 100 beef cows, 900 r-1 dairy heifers

Pumice Soils Developer
Basic Stats
Location: Central Plateau
Farm type: Flat to rolling, effective area 2135ha
Stock numbers: Ewes 7300, hoggets 2000, 380 in-calf cows, 70 r2 heifers, 70 r1
heifers, 50 r1 steers
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Any references to commercial products within
this booklet relate only to the projects or trials
described. No endorsement of any product
should be implied. All information was correct
at the time of going to print.
Printed February 2018.

For more information:
www.rmpp.co.nz
 @redmeatnz
 /redmeatnz
0800 733 632
admin@rmpp.co.nz

